2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINE
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DISMANTLE ANDOVERHAUL
Special tools:Chain wheel extractor - RO 507231
Tappet guide remover - RO 530101A
*Camshaft bearing remover -274388
* 99
”
adaptor -531760
*
99
”
guide plug -274394
* 9’
”
reamer -274389
Cork-seal guide -270304
Seal guide - rear main bearing - 18G 1344
Seal replacer - rear main oil seal - 18G 134 - 11
Diesel engine timing gauge -R0605863
Diesel engine timing gauge -MS67B
Clutch centralising tool -R0605022
* Whilst these tools are now not obtainable, their use is
described for workshops that have them available.
Remove the engine from the vehicle. Clean the exterior
and in the interests of safety and efficient working,
secure the engine to a recognised engine stand.
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Petrol and diesel engines
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8. Remove the six bolts and withdraw the rear side
cover complete with fuel pump.

9. Remove the alternator and drive belt.
10. Remove the fan and pulley.
11. Remove the seven -bolts- and remove the water
pump.
12. Drain the sump and remove the dipstick.
13. Remove the starter motor.
14. Restrain the flywheel, remove the crankshaft
pulley nut and withdraw the pulley. (Bolt on later
engines).
15. Evenly slacken and remove t h e clutch retaining
bolts and withdraw the clutch assembly and centre
plate.
16 Remove the two bolts and remove the oil filter
assembly complete from the cylinder block.
Remove the bowl retaining bolt, drain the oil and
discard the element.
17 Remove the cylinder head.

REMOVE ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
Before commencing, make a careful note of the
position of brackets, clips, harnesses, pipes, hoses,
filters and other miscellaneous items to facilitate reassembly .
Petrol engine

1. Disconnect the spark plug leads, release the
distributor clamp bolt and withdraw the distributor
complete. Remove the adaptor plate held by three
bolts.
2. Remove the inlet and exhaust manifolds complete
with carburetter. Removal of the heat shicld will
facilitate this operation.

REMOVE AND OVERHAUL OIL PUMP
1. Remove the sump.
2. Bend back the lock washers and remove the two
bolts securing the oil pump to the crankcase.
Withdraw the oil pump complete with strainer and
oil pump drive shaft.
continued

Diesel engine

. .

3. Release the fuel pipes from the injectors.
4. Rcmove the nuts securing the injector pump and
withdraw the pump and the short drive shaft.
5 . Remove the induction and exhaust manifolds.
6 . Remove the six bolts and withdraw the oil filter
tube (carly engincs only). At the same time remove
the two joint washers and the baffle plate with the
timing pointer attached. DO NOT disturb the two
bolts retaining the timing pointer. Later engines
have a single plate with timing pointer.
7. Remove the vacuum pump.
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Dismantle oil pump

3. Bend back the lock washer and release the nut
securing the strainer to the oil pump body and
remove the strainer and sealing ring.
4. Removc four bolts and washers and lift off the oil
pump cover and lift out the driven and idler gears.
(a) driven gear
(b) idler gear
5 . Remove the oil pressure relief valve plug and
sealing washer. Withdraw the relief valve spring,
plunger and ball.

7. Clean the pump body and assemble the gears.
Place a straight edge across the pump body face, as
illustrated, and using a feeler gauge, measure the
clearance between the body and gears. The correct
clearances are as follows:
8. Idler gear 0,07 to 0,15 mm (0.003 to 0.006 in).
9. Driven gear 0,05 to 0,12 mm (0.002 to 0.005 in).

10. Gears must be renewed in pairs. A worn, but
serviceable gear, must not be matched with a new
one.
11. If necessary renew idler gear spindle by drilling-out
the peened over end of the spindle so that the
spindle can be withdrawn from the pump body. TO
ensure squareness when fitting the new spindle,
asscmble it into the pump body with the two gears.
Fit the cover and secure with the four bolts.
Support the pump body and peen over the end of
the new spindle. Remove the cover and gears and
check security of the spindle.
12. If worn, remove the idler gear bush and press in a
replacement. Drill the lubrication hole 3,17 mm
(0.125 in) and ream the bush to i2,7 mm (0.500 in)
diameter.
continued
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Overhaul the oil pump

6. Examine the gears for wear, scores and pits. If the
gears appear serviceable check for end-float as
follows:
2
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13. A scored ball valve seat can be restored by using a
locally made lapping tool by silver soldering a new
ball (part number 3748) onto a length of suitable
tube.
14. Install the tube in a drill and lap-in using coarse
grinding paste. Finally hand-lap the seat with fine
paste using the same diabalo method as for lapping
valves.
15. Thorougly wash the pump body to remove all
traces of grinding paste.

REMOVE AND OVERHAUL THE TIMING CHAIN,
SPROCKETS AND TENSIONER
1. Remove the timing cover. Before removing the
timing chain tensioner notc the ratchet position in
relation to the pawl which will give an indication of
chain wear. If the last tooth of the ratchet is engaged
with the pawl the chain is excessively worn and
should be discarded.
2. Remove the ratchet pivot bolt, plain bolt and n u t
and withdraw the timing chain tensioner complete.
3. Remove the timing chain and crankshaft sprocket.
4. Remove timing chain damper.
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Assemble the oil pump
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16. Fit the idler gear to the spindle.
17. Fit the driven gear with plain part of the bore
uppermost. See illustration after instruction 9.
18. Smear the joint face of the body with jointing
compound and fit the cover over the dowels and
secure with the four bolts and spring washers.
19. Hold relief valve bore vertically and insert the ball
followed by the plunger with the ball seat end first.
Fit the spring, sealing washer and plug.
20. Fit the oil strainer sealing ring to the pump body
followed by the lock washer and strainer. Tighten
the strainer retaining nut so that when fitted the
strainer is positioned parallel to the sump baffle
plate. Secure t h e nut with the lock washer tab.
Later engines are fitted with a bracket to locatc the
strainer.

5 . Remove the camshaft sprockct retaining bolt and
washer. Withdraw the sprockct using chain wheel
extractor 507231 or similar.
Illustration A shows the early retaining bolt and tab
washer.
Illustration B shows the latest bolt and special washer.

A
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REMOVE TAPPETS, ROLLERS AND GUIDES

B

1 . Remove the eight tappet guide locating bolts from
the right-hand side of the cylinder block.
CAUTION: Do not remove the tappet guides before
the rollers otherwise the rollers may fall behind the
camshaft.

2. Using long nosed pliers or a suitable bent length of
wire lift out the tappet slides and identify them with
their respective guides for possible refitting.

ST697M
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6. Examine the sprockets and discard if the teeth are
worn.
7. Dismantle the tensioner assembly and discard any
worn parts. In particular check the condition of the
ratchet and pawl. Check the tension of the spring by
comparing it with a new one. Examine t h e jockey
wheel teeth for wear, and renew bush if worn.
Key to tensioner assembly
1. Piston assembly
2. Cylinder assembly
3 . Cylinder spring
4. Ball
5 . Ball retaining clip
6. Ratchet and spring
7. Ratchet pivot bolt
8. Pawl
9. Jockey wheel
10. Timing chain damper

8. Assemble the tensioner as illustrated and compress
the assembly ready for fitting to the engine.

3. Lift out the tappet rollers and mark the side facing
the front of the engine for possible reassembly.
4. Lift out the tappet guides and retain with their
respective slides and rollers. If the guides are
difficult to remove use special tool 530101A.

5 . Carefully examine all parts and discard any that are
worn or damaged.

ST699M
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2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINE
RENEW TIMING COVER OIL SEAL

1. On initial assembly of the engine the mud shield
around the oil seal is rivetted in position but after
removal in service the rivets are substituted with
self tapping drive screws.
2. Drill out the rivets securing the oil seal mud shield.
3 . Press out the oil seal and clean the mating surfaces.
4. Smear the outside diameter of a new oil seal with
Hylomar PL 32-M jointing compound. Press the oil
seal into the timing cover, lip side facing
crankshaft.
5. Coat the drive screws with Hylomar and secure the
mud shield.
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REMOVE THE CAMSHAFT

1. Remove the skew gear bush retaining scrcw and lift
out the skew gear bush assembly. Also withdraw
the distributor pump (diesel) or ignition distributor
(petrol engine) drive coupling with the skew gcar
assembly.

ST596M
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2. Since the camshaft sprockct has already been
removed, bend back the lock tabs, remove the two
bolts and the camshaft thrust plate. Carefully
withdraw the camshaft.
NOTE: Lock tab washers are not used on later
engines

ST7OOM

Inspect the camshaft

3. Discard the camshaft if any of the following visual
.
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defects are evident.
4. Scored, worn, pitted or chipped cams. Worn,
corroded and discoloured journals. Worn and
chipped gear teeth.
5
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5 . Check the journals for wear and if more than
0,050 mm (0.002 in) the shaft should be renewed.
6. Rest the camshaft between 'V' blocks and check
for run-out with a dial indicator. If run-out is in
excess of 0,050 mm (0.002 in) the shaft should be
straightened or renewed.

Renew the ring gear

7. Drill a 8,0 mm (A in) hole between the root of any
two teeth and the inner diameter of the starter ring
deep enough to weaken the ring. Do not allow the
drill to enter the flywheel.

8. Secure the flywheel in a soft jawed vice and cover it
with a cloth to protect one from personal injury.
Place a cold chisel above the drilled hole and strike
it sharply to split the ring gear.

REMOVE AND OVERHAUL THE FLYWHEEL
1. Remove the flywheel retaining bolts and withdraw
the flywheel and reinforcing plate.

ST701 M

2. Wear or scores on the flywheel clutch face can be
corrected by machining provided that the overall
width of the flywheel is not reduced below the
following dimensions:
Petrol engines 34,?2 mm (1.37'5 in).
Diesel engines 36,96 mm (1.453 in).
3. Check that the flywheel has not been previously
machined.
4. Examine the ring gear teeth and if chipped or worn
the gear can be renewed.

10

5 . Remove the clutch location dowels.

6

"

9. Heat the new ring gear uniformally to between
225°C and 250°C but do not exceed the higher
figure.
10. Place the flywheel, clutch face down, on a flat
surface and locate the heated flywheel with the
square edge of teeth downward towards the
flywheel clutch face and chamfered edge of the
teeth uppermost. This applies to both petrol and
Diesel engines.
11. Press the starter ring firmly against the flange until
the ring contracts sufficiently to grip the flywheel.
Allow the ring gear to cool naturally. Do not
hasten cooling in anyway.

Reface the flywheel
6, i"$itcii;nethe fly.wheei
the compieic
face
removing only the minimum material necessary to
achieve a smooth flat surface parallel with the
crankshaft mating face and within the above width
dimensions and fit new dowels.

\
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2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINE
REMOVE THE CONNECTING-RODS AND PISTONS
During the following instructions it is important that all
components are kept in related sets and the pistons arc
identified with their respective bores.
1. Turn the crankshaft to bring the connecting-rod
caps to an accessible position and remove each cap
and lower shell in turn. Note that the connectingrod caps are numbered one to four.

REMOVE,
INSPECT
CRANKSHAFT
-

AND

112

OVERHAUL

1. Remove the eight bolts securing the flywheel
housing to the cylinder block and remove the
housing and rear main bearing oil seal, and ‘0’
ring.

.

2. Push each piston asscmbly up the bore and
withdraw from the cylindcr block. Assemble the
caps and shell.? to the connecting-rods and place to
one side for inspection with the cylinder block at a
later stage.

.....,..
..

ST718M

2. Remove the main bearing caps and shells and lift
out the crankshaft. Collect the bearing shells from
the bearing saddles and the thrust washers from thc
centre saddle.
continued
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Inspect crankshaft
3. Degrease the crankshaft and clear out the oil ways,
which can become clogged after long service.
4. Examine visually, the crankpins and main bearing
journals, for obvious wear, scores, grooves and
overheating. A decision at this stage should be
made as to whether the condition of the shaft is
worth continuing with more detailed examination.
5. With a micrometer, measure and note the ovality
and taper of each main bearing journal and
crankpin as follows:
6. Ovality - Take two readings at right-angles to
each other at various intervals.
The maximum ovality must not exceed 0,040 mm
(0.0015 in).
7. Taper - Take two readings parallel to each other
at both ends of the main bearing journal and
crankpin. The maximum permissable taper must
not exceed 0,025 mm (0.001 in).
8. To check for straightness, support the front and
rear main bearing journals in ‘V’ blocks and
position a dial indicator to check the run-out at the
centre main bearing journal. Run-out must not
exceed 0,076 mm (0.003 in) taking into account
any ovality in the centre journal.
The overall allowable wear limit should not exceed
0,11,4 mm (0.0045 in) for main bearing journals
and 0,088 mm (0.0035 in) for crankpins.
A crankshaft worn beyond the limits of maximum
taper, ovality and overall wear can be ground
undersize for which bearing shells arc available see
data, book 1.
When grinding the crankshaft main bearing and
crankpin journals, rotation of the grinding wheel
and crankshaft must be in the same direction,
anti-clockwise, viewed from the flywheel end of the
crankshaft. Final finishing of the journals should be
achieved by using a static tapping stone with the
crankshaft rotating in a clockwise direction viewed
from t h e flywheel end of the crankshaft. It is
important to ensure that, when grinding, the stone
travels beyond the edge of the journal ‘A’ to avoid
formation of a step ‘R’ as illustrated. Also care
must be taken not to machine or damage the fillet
radii.C.

1

EXAMINE AND OVERHAUL THE CYLINDER
BLOCK

1. Degrease the cylinder block and carry out a
thorough visual examination checking for cracks
and damage. To check the main bearing caps and
saddles for distortion. Fit the main bearing cap
without bearing shells and tighten to the correct
torque. Slacken and remove the bolt on one side of
each bearing cap and check with a feeler gauge that
no clearance exists at the joint face between the
cap and saddle.

Inspect cylinder bores

2. Mcasure the cylinder bores for ovality, taper and
general wear, using any suitable equipment.
However, an inside micrometer is best for checking
ovality and a cylinder gauge for taper.
3 . Check the ovality of each bore by taking
measurement at the top of the cylinder just below
the ridge at two points diametrically opposite. The
difference between the two figures is the ovality of
the top of the bore. Similar measurements should
be made approximately 50 mm (2.0 in) up from the
bottom of the bore so that the overall ovality may
be determined.
4. The taper of each cylinder is determined by taking
measurements at t h e top and bottom of each bore
at right angles to t h c gudgeon pin line. The
difference between the two measurements is the
taper.
5 . To establish maximum overall bore wear, take
measurements at as many points possible down the
bores at right angles to the gudgeon pin line. The
largest recorded figure is the maximum wcar and
should be compared with the original diameter of
the cylinder bore.
Maximum permissible ovality 0,127 mm (0.005 in).
Maximum permissible taper 0,254 mm (0.010 in).
Maximum permissible overall wear 0,177 mm
(0.007 in).

ST1808M
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2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINE
If the above figures are exceeded the cylinders
must be rebored o r sleeved depending upon the
general condition of the bores and amount of wear.
Alternatively, if the overall wear, taper and ovality
are well within the acceptable limits and the
original pistons are serviceable new piston rings
may be fitted. It is important however, that the
bores are deglazed, with a hone, to give a crosshatched finish to provide a seating for the new
rings. It is vital to thoroughly wash the bores
afterwards to remove all traces of abrasive
material.
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Inspect camshaft bearings

T

~

9. Measure the internal diameter of each camshaft
bearing at several points using an internal
micrometer. A comparison of the bearing
diameters with those of the respective camshaft
journals will give the amount of clearance. The
bearings should be renewed if the clearance
exceeds 0,0508 mm (0.002 in). Or, in any event, if
they are scored or pitted.

12

RENEW CAMSHAFT BEARINGS
The following special tools for this operation are no
longer available from the suppliers. However, the
operation is nevertheless described for workshops that
have these tools in stock. If tools are not obtainable the
work should be entrusted to line-boring specialists.
605975 Bearing drift and adaptor assembly comprising:
274388 Bearing drift and
531760 Adaptor.
274389 Reamer for bearings which includes:
274394 Guide plug.

1. Remove t h e rear bucket type plug and using special
tool 274388 drift out the front and rear bearings
and withdraw them through the side cover
apertures.

Fit cylinder sleeves
Cylinder bores that cannot be rebored can be restored
by fitting sleeves to enable standard size pistons to be
fitted. Sleeving one cylinder only will distort the
adjacent bore so sleeving must be carried out in pairs,
i.e. cylinders 1 and 2 o r 3 and 4.
6. Machine the cylinder bores to accept the sleeves to
94,425 0,012 mm (3.7175 0.0005 in). This will
give the sleeve a 0,076 to 0,114 mm (0.003 to
0.0045 in) interference fit.
7. Press the sleeves squarely into the bore using a
pressure of two t o three tons. Exccssive pressure
could damage the sleeve and cylinder block. The
sleeves must not be proud of the cylinder block top
face or more than 2,5 mm (0.10 in) below the
surface.
8. Borc and hone the sleeves to accommodate the
pistons with the required clearances, see piston and
connecting-rod examination.

+

+

2. With the same tool, drift the two centre bearings
into the distributor drive chamber and collapse
them to assist withdrawal.

continued
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NOTE: The two centre and rear bearings are of the
same width, whereas the front bearing is wider and
has an additional oil feed hole. Also ensure that
before fitting the bearings the oil passages leading to
the bearings are free of sludge and dirt.
3. Position the cylinder block vertically, rear face
down.
4. Place a new bearing into the front camshaft
chamber and position it so that it is above the
second bearing housing, counting from the front of
the block.
5 . The chamfer on the bearing edge must be towards
the housing bore.
6. Align the oil hole in the bearing with the innermost
oil feed drilling in the housing bore. Accuracy is
essential otherwise misalignment of the oil holes
may result and once the bearing is in place it cannot
be rotated to correct any error.
7. Add pencil marks to the bearing outer diameter
and the cylinder block adjacent to the housing to
assist in checking alignment.
8. Having visually aligned the bearing, place inside it
the special adaptor 531760.

10. Repeat the above instructions for the front
bearing. Note that the front bearing is wider and
has a small hole in addition to the large oil feed
hole. This small hole aligns with a vertical drilling
in the block, which in turn feeds a horizontal
drilling for the tappet mechanism. Drift this
bearing in so that the outer edge is just below the
machined surface of the front face. This is to
ensure that when the camshaft thrust plate is fitted
it will not stand proud on the bearing edge.

lillllllilll
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9. Maintain the bearing in a level position. Pass the
drift through the front bearing housing into the
camshaft chamber so that it rests on top of the
adaptor. Commence drifting the bearing into the
block. Ensure that the bearing is not drifted in too
far, and that the oil feed'holes are correctly
aligned.

11. Turn the cylindcr block over so that the rear face is
uppermost and repeat the foregoing procedures for
the two remaining camshaft bearings.
The bearings must now be reamed to size as
follows: N o lubricant is necessary for this operation
since t h e best results are obtained when the
bearings are cut dry.
12. Locate the guide plug 274394, into the front
camshaft bearing and retain using the thrust plate
screws, but do not tighten the screws at this stage.
13. Insert the reamer 274389 from the rear of the
cylinder block, locating it through the guide plug at
the front.
14. Locate the guide collar immediately in front of the
rcamer cutter into the rearmost bearing, then
secure the screws retaining the guide plug at the
front.
15. Position the cylinder block vertically, rear face
uppermost and ream the rear and two centre
bearings. As each bearing is cut the reamer should
be held steady by the operator whilst an assistant,
using a high pressure airline, blows away the white
metal cuttings, before allowing the reamer to enter
the next bearing.
16. Remove the guide plug 274394 and ream the front
bearing.
17. Remove the reamer handle and bolt and withdraw
the reamer, turning it in the same direction as tor
cutting.
18. Remove the plugs from the ends of oil gallery
passage and clean the gallery and oil feed passages
to camshaft and crankshaft bearings, using
compressed air. Refit the plugs and lock in
position.
continued
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2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINE
19. The hexagon-headed plugs at the rear of the block
should have new washers fitted, and their threads
coated with a suitable jointing compound.
20. Thoroughly clean the cylinder block preferably
using an airline to remove all traces of metal
cut t ings .

112

Check crankcase main bearings

21. Discard scorcd, pitted, cracked and worn bearing
shells.
22. To determine the maximum wear, assemble the
main bearing shells and caps to the crankcase and
tighten the bolts to the correct torque figure.
23. Using an inside micrometer, measure each bearing
at several points and note the greatest figure. The
maximum wear is the difference between this
figure and the smallest diamcter of the
corresponding crankshaft journal. The main
bearing running clearance is in the data section.
24. The bearing clearances may also be determined by
using ‘Plastigauge’. Since this method requires the
crankshaft to be fitted to the crankcase, the
procedure is described under engine assembly.

PISTON AND CONNECTING-ROD INSPECTION
The following checks relating to pistons and rings must
also be carried out prior to fitting new pistons to
rebored and sleeved cylinder blocks.
Until it is decided if new components are required all
parts must be kept in their related sets and the position
of each piston to its connecting-rod should be noted.
1. Remove the piston rings and gudgeon pin from
each piston and dctach the connecting-rod.

2. Original pistons - Decarbonise and dcgrease all
coi?;poiiefi:s aiid cairj ou: a vimal examinatim cf
the pistons and rings and discard any which are
unserviceable. Pistons which appear serviceable
should be subjected to a more detailed
examination described under ‘New Pistons’.
ST708M
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3. New Pistons - Original pistons fitted to new
engines at the factory are specially graded to
facilitate assembly. The grade letter on the piston
crown should be ignored when ordering new
pistons. Genuine Land Rover service standard size
pistons are supplied 0,025 mm (0.001 in) oversize
to allow for production tolerances on new engines.
When fitting new pistons to a standard size cylinder
block the bores must be honed to accommodate the
pistons with the correct clearances. In addition
Land Rover pistons are available 0,50 and 1,Ol mm
(0.020 and 0.040 in) oversize for fitting to rebored
cylinder blocks.
Clearance limits for new standard size pistons in a
standard cylinder bore measured at right angles to
the gudgeon pin are in the “General specification
data” section.
When taking the following measurements the
cylinder block and pistons must be at the same
temperature to ensure accuracy.

7. If gauge equipment is not available the clearance
can be assessed by placing a long, suitably sized,
feeler gauge down the thrust side of the bore and
inserting the appropriate piston, ‘upside down’, in
the bore and position it with the gudgeon pin
parallel to the crankshaft axis. Push the piston
down the bore and stop at the tightest point and
whilst holding the piston still, slowly withdraw the
feeler gauge. If a steady resistance of
approximatcly 2,5 kg (6 Ibs) is felt, the clearance is
satisfactory,

NOTE: The illustration shows a petrol engine piston
but the method is the same for the Diesel engine.
4. Using a suitable micrometer measurc the pistons at
thc bottom of the skirt at right angles to the
gudgeon pin.
5 . With an inside micrometer or cylinder gauge
measure the diameter of the bore at approximatcly
half-way down and note the reading.
6. The clearance is determined by subtracting the
piston diameter from the bore diameter.

NOTE: Eariy 2.25 Diesel pistons have a piston ring
groove below the gudgeon pin. This has been deleted on
later engines.

Inspect piston rings
Normally when an engine is being overhauled the
piston rings are discarded unless the pistons have been
removed for a different purpose and the engine has
only completed a small mileage. Before refitting the
piston the rings should be examined for wear and
damage. In addition the rings must be checked for side
clearance in the pistons and gap in the bores. The latter
two checks must be made when fitting new rings to new
and used pistons.
8. Check gap When checking thc ring gap in worn
bores, but are nevertheless within the acceptable
taper and ovality limits, the ring must be inserted
squarely into the bottom of the bore at the lowest
point of the piston travel. To ensure squareness of
the ring push the ring down the bore to the correct
position with a piston. With newly machined bores,
the ring may be inserted squarely into any position
in the bore.
9. Using an appropriate feeler gauge check the gaps
of all the rings, in turn, including the oil control
ring assembly.
The correct gaps are listed in the Data Section. If
any gap IS less than that specified, remove the ring,
and file the ends square, whilst holding the ring in a
filing jig or vice. Should any gap be excessively
wide and not likely to close-up to within the
specified limits when hot, an oversize ring should
be fitted.
continued
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Side clearance data -petrol engine
Compression rings - 0,046 to 0,097 m m (0.0018 to
0.0038 in).
Oil control ring - 0,038 to 0,089 mm (0.0015 to
0.0035 in).
Side clearance - d i e d

engine

Compression rings - 0,06 to 0,11 m m (0.0025 to
0.0045 in).
Oil control ring - 0,038 to 0,064 mm (0.0015 to
0.0025 in).

13
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Check piston ring side clearance
Petrol engine pistons have two compression rings and
one oil control ring assembly. The diesel engine has
three compression rings and one oil control ring
assembly. The method of checking clearances are the
same for both engines but the clearances are different.
It is important that clearances are correct. Rings that
are too tight will bind when hot, imparing the radial
pressure causing possible loss of compression.
Excessive clearance will allow the rings to rock in the
grooves and the resulting pumping action could cause
excessive oil consumption and eventually broken rings.
10. Diesel engine pistons - Fit the oil control ring to
the bottom groove (not groove in skirt). Fit the two
unpolished rings with the word ‘TOP’ uppermost to
the middle two grooves. Insert to polished chrome
ring with the internal chamfer to the top groove
with the word ‘TOP’ uppermost.
A ring groove is provided at the bottom of the
diesel engine piston skirt for the fitment of an oil
control ring in cases of excessive oil consumption
on high mileage engines (early engines only).
11 Petrol engine pistons - Fit the oil control ring to
the bottom groove. Fit the unpolished compression
ring with the word ‘TOP’ uppermost to the second
groove. Insert the polishcd chrome ring with an
internal chamfer and the word ‘TOP’ uppermost to
the top groove.
12. After fitting each ring, roll it around thc piston
groove to ensure that it is free and does not bind.
13. Using an appropriate feeler gauge check the
clearance between the rings and piston grooves.
Clearances in excess of 0,106 to 0,152 mm (0.004 to
0.006 in) are unacceptable and the ring and or the
pistons shouid be renewed.

Inspect gudgeon pins

14. Check the gudgeon pin for wear, cracks, scores and
overheating.
15. The gudgeon fit in the piston must be a tight push
fit at a temperature of 68°F (20°C). Check the
gudgeon pin for ovality and taper using a
micrometer.

Connecting-rod inspection
16 Check the connecting-rods and caps for distortion
as follows; fit the correct cap, less the bearing
shells, to each connecting rod as denoted by the
number stamped near the joint faces. This number
also indicatcs the crankshaft journal to which it
must be fitted.
17 Tighten the nuts to the correct torque and release
the nut on one side only. Check, with a feeler
gauge, that no clearance exists between the joint
faces. i f there is a gap the connecting-rod is
distorted and should be renewed.

NOTE: Whilst the illustration shows a Diesel piston
the method for the petrol is the same.
continued
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18. Use an accurate connecting-rod alignment gauge to

theck the rods for bend and twist. The maximum
allowable for both conditions must not exceed
0,127 mm (0.005 ins).
19. Examine and check t h e small-end bush for wear. If
necessary renew the bush. The correct clearance of
the gudgeon pin in the small-end bush is given in
“General specification data”.
When
renewing a bush ensure that the oil hole in
20.
the bush lines up with the hole in the connectingrod. Finish the bush to the correct size and
clearance.
21. Connecting-rod bearings that are worn, pitted,
scored and show signs of overheating must be
discarded. If more than one of the bearings show
these signs they must all be replaccd. When fitting
new or used bearings to reground (petrol engines
only) or serviceable crankpins the clearances must
be checked.

As an alternative, the bearing clearances can be
determined by using ‘Plastigauge’ which consists of
a thin piece of plastic material a few hundreds of a
millimeter or thousands of an inch in diameter.
When the material is flattened by being squeezed
between the bearing and crankpin the width of the
plastic is measured by a scale gauge which indicates
the clearance.
23. Wipe any oil from the crankpins and place a piece
of ‘Plastigauge’ across the centre of the bearing in
the connecting-rod cap. Assemble the rod to the
appropriate crankpin and tighten to the correct
torque. Do not rotate the connecting-rod or
crankshaft during this operation.
24. Remove the connecting-rod cap and bearing shell
and using the scale supplied measure the flattened
‘Plastigauge’ at its widest point. The graduation
that most closely corresponds to the width of the
‘Plastigauge’ indicates the bearing clearance.
The correct clearance with new or overhauled
components is 0,019 to 0,063 mm (0.0007 to
0.0025 in).
25. Wipe off the ‘Plastigauge’ with an oily rag. DO not
scrape off otherwise it may damage the crankpins.

23

Connecting-rod bearing nip and clearance
New bearing halves are supplied with a protective
coating and must be degreased before fitting.
22. Fit the bearing halves t o the connecting-rod and
cap and secure the assembly with thc correct
torque. Slacken the nut on one side only and check
the clearance between the joint faces with a feeler
gauge. The clearance should be between 0,lO and
0,20 mm (0.004 and 0.008 in). The bearing nip can
be adjusted by the selective assembly of the
bearing shells which are available in slightly
varying thicknesses. Do not file or machine the
caps or rods to vary the bearing nip, Make a final
check to prove the clearance by inserting a 0,063
(0.0025 in) shim paper between the crankpin and
one half of the bearing and tightening to the correct
torque. The connecting-rod should resist rotation
and move freely with the shim paper removed.

14
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26. Fit the connecting-rods complete with bearings to
their respective crankpins. Move the connectingrod to one side and check the clearance, with a
feeler, on the opposite side. The correct clearance
is between 0,20 and 0,30 mm (0.007 and 0.012 in).
continued
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FIT CRANKSHAFT
Main bearing nip and clearance
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Assemble pistons to connecting-rods

27. Petrol engine pistons can be fitted either way
round, except those that are being refitted to their
original bores in which case they must be fitted to
the connecting-rod in the same position in
accordance with the mark made during removal.
28. Inscrt a circlip in one side of the gudgeon pin boss
and assemble the piston to the connecting-rod with
t h e gudgeon pin. Secure the assembly with a circlip
on the opposite side of the piston.
29. Diesel engine pistons must only be fitted one way
in relation to the connecting-rod. The piston must
be assembled with the point of the ‘V’, on the
piston crown, on the same side as the lubrication
hole in the connecting-rod. Assemble the piston to
the connecting-rod in the same manner as for the
petrol engine.
Place the piston and connecting-rod assemblics to
one side ready for fitting to the cylinder block. It is
good practice to renew thc connecting-rod bolts

New main bearing halves are supplied with a protective
coating and must be degreased beforc fitting.
1. Fit the bearing halves in the crankcase saddlcs and
caps and secure the caps to the crankcase and
tighten to the correct torque. Slacken the bolts on
one side of the caps only and, with a feeler gauge,
check t h e gap between the joint faces. ‘The
clearance or nip must be within 0,lO to 0,15 m m
(0.004 to 0.006 in). The bearing nip can be
adjusted by selective assembly of the bearing
halves available in varying thicknesses. Do not file
or machine thc caps or saddles to achicvc the
corrcct clearance. Note that the rear main bearings
are wider than thc rcmaining four.
2. T o make a final check that the clearance is correct,
leave the bearing halves in the crankcase saddles
and carefully lower the crankshaft into position.
Check each bearing in turn by inserting a 0,063 m m
(0.0025 in) shim paper between the bearing cap
and crankshaft journal and tighten the bolts to thc
correct torque. If the clearance is correct, there
should be a slight increase in t h c rcsistancc to
rotation of the crankshaft.

As an alternative ‘Plastigauge’ may bc used to
check the clearance in the same manner as with the
connecting-rod bearings. This material may also be
used to determine the amount of wear in used
bearings and j o t ” .

continued
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3. Locate the crankshaft in position on the upper
bearing halves in the crankcase and wipe any oil
from the journals since ‘Plastigauge’ is soluble in
oil. Place a piece of ‘Plastigauge’ across the lower
half of each crankshaft journal or lower bearing
cap shell. Fit the cap and tighten to the correct
torque. Remove the cap and bearing and using the
scale supplied with the ‘Plastigauge’ measure the
flattened ‘Plastigauge’ at its widest point. The
graduation that most closely corresponds with the
width of the ‘Plastigauge’ indicates the bearing
clearance.
The correct clearance with new or overhauled
components is included in “General specification
data” section. If new bearings are being fitted use
selective assembly to obtain the correct clearance.
Wipe off, not scrape the ‘Plastigauge’ with an oily
rag from the journals o r bearings.

5. Place the crankshaft in position in the crankcase
and mount a dial test indicator to read-off the end
of the crankshaft. A feeler gauge may be used
instead of an indicator.
6. Determine the end-float by moving the crankshaft
away from the indicator and zero the dial. Move
the crankshaft in the opposite direction and notc
the indicator reading. Alternatively measure the
clearance with a feeler gauge. The end-float should
be 0,05 to 0,15 mm (0.002 t o 0.006 in).
7. If adjustment is required substitute with oversize
thrust washers. Variation of thrust washer
thickness at each side of crankshaft journal must
not exceed 0,08 mm (0.003 in) to ensure that the
crankshaft remains centralised.

Adjust crankshaft end-float

4. Lift out the crankshaft and insert a standard size
thrust washer both sides of fhe centre main bearing
saddle with the grooves towards the crankshaft.

8. Lubricate the crankshaft main journals with clean
engine oii and fit the appropriate bearing caps and
lower shells to the crankcase with the exception of
number five main bearing. Ensure that the caps
locate properly over the dowels. Using new bolts
and washers evenly tighten to the correct torque
figure.

continued
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Fit rear main oil seal

10. To prevent any cork seal material becoming
trapped between t h e bearing cap and crankcase,
chamfer the inner edge of the corks 0,40 to
0,80 mm (id to &in) wide as illustrated.
Immerse the cork seals in engine oil and fit them to
the bearing cap.

. -.
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13. Check that the crankshaft oil seal journal is
undamaged and clean. Make sure the seal housing
is clean and dry and free from burrs. Do not touch
the seal lip and ensure that the outside diameter is
clean and dry. The P.T.F.E. Seal Part N o ETC
5369 which should be used, is supplied with a
former to maintain t h e correct shape and must not
be removed until the seal is to be fitted.
14. Using special seal replacer 18G 134-11 and with the
lip side leading drive-in the scal as far as the tool
allows. If t h e tool is not availablc fit the seal to the
bottom of the housing to ensure squareness.

1 I . Fit the bearing cap and lower shell to the crankcase
and secure with new bolts and washers and tighten
to the appropriate torque.
12. To allow for shrinkage after fitting leave t h e cork
seais standlng proud of the crankcase-sump face. If
possible delay the fitting of the sump for
approximately twelve hours and leave the seal
protruding 2,40 mm (& i n ) and then place a
6,350 mm ( % in) washer over the seal and cut off
the surplus. If it is necessary to fit the sump
17
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15. Fit the '0' ring seal to the flywheel housing.
16. Examine the seal guide number 18G 1344 and
repair any damage that could destroy the seal lip.
17. Lubricate the outside diameter of the seal guide
and the seal journal with concentrated 'Oildag' in a
25% solution with clean engine oil.
18. Place thc seal guide on the crankshaft flange and,
using the two dowels protruding from the cylinder
block rear face as a guide to ensure initial
squareness, fit the flywheel housing and remove
the seal guide. Secure the flywheel housing evenly
tightening the retaining bolts.

5. Lubricate the cylinder walls, piston rings and
crankpins. Compress the piston rings with a
suitable compressor tool and carefully lower the
connecting-rod into the bore ensuring that the oil
spray hole faces the camshaft side of the engine.
With diesel engines the point of the arrow headed
valve clearance indentation in the piston crown,
and the oil spray hole must face the camshafi side
of the engine.
6. Using a soft mallet, sharply tap thc piston into the
bore so that the whole of the piston is just bclow
the surface of the cylinder block.

ST731 M
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7. Check that the bearing shell is properly located in
the connecting-rod and pull the rod onto the
crankpin. Locate t h e bearing shell correctly and f i t
the cap so that the identification numbers are
together on the camshaft side of thc engine. Fit and
tighten new nuts to the correct torque figure.
Repeat the foregoing instructions for fitting the
remaining piston and connecting-rod assemblies.

FIT THE CONNECTING-RODS AND PISTONS
1. Turn t h e crankshaft to position numbers one and
four crankpins at bottom dcad centre to facilitate
fitting the connecting-rods.
2. When fitting the connecting-rods and pistons
ensure that the bolts do not foul and damage the
crankpins. As a precaution i t is recommended that
rubber or soft plastic sleeves are placed over the
threads.
3 . The connecting-rod bolts have eccentric heads
which locate in a recess in the connecting-rod. It is
essentia! that the head of each new bo!t is proper!y
located before tightening.
4. Stagger the compression rings so that the gaps are
equidistantly spaced round the piston but, so
arranged, that no gap is positioned on the thrust
side of the piston i.e. opposite the camshaft. Turn
the oil control ring so that the gap is in line with the
gudgeon pin.
18
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2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINE
FIT THE CAMSHAFT
1. Lubricate the camshaft bearings and with care,

insert the camshaft into the cylinder block.
Temporarily secure a new thrust plate with the two
bolts.

FIT TAPPETS, GUIDES AND ROLLERS

1. If the same parts are being refitted ensure that they
are returned to their original positions. Ensure that
the tappct slides move freely in the guides.
2. Insert the tappet guides into the cylinder block and
align the locating screw holes.
3. Fit the tappet rollers ensuring that they are fitted in
accordance with the marks made during removal.
New rollers, however. may be fitted either way
round.
4. Before fitting the tappet slides make sure the
oilways are clear to t h e tappet bearing surface, the
cross drilling and the oil feed to the push rod.
5 . Insert t h e tappet slides with the word 'FRONT'
towards the front of the engine.
6. Secure the tappet guides with NEW Micro
encapsulated screws and tighten to thc correct
torque figure. Micro encapsulated screws should
also be used on engines where the screws were
originally wired for security.

4,
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2. To check the camshaft end-float, f i t the woodruff
key and temporarily f i t the camshaft chain wheel
and mount a dial test indicator, as illustrated, so
that the stylus rests in a loaded condition upon the
machined face of the cylinder block. Zero the dial
and move the camshaft back and forward and note
the reading. The end-float should be within 0.06 to
0,13 nim (0.0025 to 0.0055 in). If the end-float is
outside these limits, f i t different thrust plates until
the correct tolerance is achieved.
3. Removc the test indicator and chain wheel and
secure the thrust plate with the two bolts and tab
washers. (Tab washers ommitted on later engines).

..._.
... .
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FIT THE FLYWHEEL

1. Examine the flywheel and crankshaft mating faces
and remove any burrs or imperfections that could
prevent the flywheel locating correctly. Check that
the dowel is in position.
2. Offer up the flywheel to the crankshaft and secure
with the reinforcing plate and retaining bolts,
Evenly tighten the bolts to the correct torque
figure.
3. To check the flywheel run-out, mount a dial test
indicator so that the stylus rests, in a loaded
condition, on the clutch pressure face at a radius of
114 mm (4.5 ins).
4. Turn the flywheel, and check that the run-out does
not exceed 0,05 to 0,07 mm (0.002 to 0.003 in).
Should the run-out be excessive, remove the
flywheel, and check again for any irregularities on
flywheel and crankshaft mating faces and dowel.

2b
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Diesel engine
3. Turn the crankshaft in a clockwise direction until
the E.P. mark on the flywheel is in line with the
pointer on the flywheel housing. The pointer on
later engines has been omitted but can be obtained
from Land Rover spares stockists under part
number E R C 2250. If the crankshaft is
inadvertently turned beyond the E.P. mark, do not
turn it back but continue on round in a clockwise
direction until the mark is exactly in-line with the
pointer. To avoid serious damage to the valves and
pistons once the cylinder head has been fitted, the
crankshaft must not be rotated until the valves
have been timed.
continued

FIT CYLINDER HEAD AND ROCKER SHAFT
ASSEMBLY
Petrol engine

1. Temporarily fit the timing cover with pointer and
crankshaft pulley.
2. Turn the crankshaft clockwise, in the normal
running direction, to bring numbers one and four
pistons to T.D.C. If the crankshaft is inadvertently
turned beyond T.D.C. do not turn it back, but
continue on round until the T.D.C. mark on the
pulley coincides with the pointer on the timing
cover. D o not allow the crankshaft to be moved
again until the valves are timed.

20
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Petrol and Diesel engines

VALVE TIMING

4. Clean the cylinder head and cylinder block mating
faces. Position a ncw cylinder head gasket on the
cylinder block with the word 'Diesel' or 'Petrol'
uppermost.
5. Lower the cylinder head onto the cylinder block
using two long bolts to facilitate accurate
positioning of t h e head.
6. Fit the cylinder head retaining bolts except those
also used to secure the rocker shaft and leave
finger-tight .
7. Insert the push rods ensuring that the ball end
locates properly in the spherical seat in the tappet.
8. Whilst holding the rocker shaft assembly together,
lower it into position making sure that the hollow
dowels locate properly in the cylinder head. Also
ensure that the rocker adjusting screw ball end
. locate in the push rods.
9. Fit the rocker shaft large retaining bolts and leave
finger-tight.

Petrol engines

ST8
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10. Tighten the cylindcr head rctaining bolts, evenly,
to the correct torque figure in the sequence
illustrated below.
11. Fit and tighten t h e rocker shaft, small bolts to the
specified torque.

1121

1. Check that numbcrs one and four pistons are still at
T.D.C. and without disturbing thc crankshaft,
remove the pulley and timing cover.
2. One of the keyways in the camshaft sprocket is
stamped with the letter 'P' and this must locate on
the camshaft key.
3. Fit the camshaft chain wheel, as above, and rotate
the camshaft in a clockwise direction until the tooth
also marked with a letter 'P' is in line with the top
stud hole as illustrated.

4. Fit the crankshaft chain whccl with the large
shoulder towards the cylinder block.
5 . Without moving either chain wheel, fit t h c timing
chain, keeping it taut on the drive side. If it is not
possible to obtain a taut fit on the drive side of the
chain with the chain wheel in the set position,
withdraw the camshaft chain wheel without
disturbing the camshaft, and rcfit the chain wheel
on one of t h e alternative keyways. This procedure
may be repeated until a taught chain is obtained on
the drive-side with the camshaft and crankshaft in
their previously set positions.
6. Secure the camshaft sprocket to the camshaft with
a new special micro encapsulated treated bolt and
tighten to the correct torque figure.

NOTE: Early engines use an ordinary bolt and tab
was her.

13. Do not allow the crankshail to be turned, until the
valves are timed.

7. Fit and adjust the timing chain damper SO that
there is a maximum clearance of 0 2 5 mm
(0.010 in) between the timing chain and damper.
Tighten the retaining bolts and secure with new
lock tabs.
continucd
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Diesel engines

11. Manufacture a suitable pointer, and attach one end
to the top bolt hole i n the cylinder block and the
pointer close to the camshaft chain wheel, 21s
il Iust ra ted .
12. Turn the camshaft until the valve is fully open ;IS
indicated by maximum reading on the dial gauge.
13. Because the top of the cam is ‘flat’ t h e cnmshaft
can be turned ;i furthcr four degrees without
movement of the dial gauge needle. Since an error
of four degrees is not acceptable, the exact centre
of the four degree period must be established. ;IS
follows.
14. Without moving the camshaft rub white chalk on
the face of the chain wheel adjacent to t h e pointer.
Zero the dial gauge and carefully turn the camshaft
clockwise until the needle indicates 0,25 mni
(0.010 in) which represents a point down the lefthand side of the cam lobe. Make a thin pencil
mark, on the chalk, in line with the pointcr.

8. Maximum engine performance and efficiency
depends upon the care and accuracy excerciscd
during the following instructions.
9. Check that the E.P. mark on the flywheel is still
cxactly aligned with the pointer on thc flywheel
liousi n g .
10. Thc valve timing is based upon the exhaust valve
peak of number one cylinder. To determine the
point at which the valve is fully open mount a dial
test indicator, as illustrated, with the bracket
attached to the number one exhaust valve rocker
and the stylus resting, in a loaded condition o n a
cylinder head bolt head.

15. Turn the camshaft anti-clockwise and watch the
needle move back to zero. Then continue turning
until the necdlc indicntcs 0.25 inn1 (0.010 in) which
represents a point down the right-hand sick of the
cam and n:::ke
::nother ;xark in !inc wi!h !!le
pointer.

22
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16. Using a rule, determine the exact mid-point

between the two marks and make a third mark.

-
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FIT TIMING CHAIN TENSIONER

17. Remove the dial indicator, and turn the camshaft
until the middle mark lines up with the pointer.
The number one cylinder exhaust tappet roller
should now be resting in the centre of the four
degree flat period of the cam and the camshaft and
crankshaft are in their correct relationship.

I . Assemble the timing chain tensioner in accordance
with t h e illustration in “Dismantling”.
2. Compress the assembly against the spring and fit to
the engine whilst engaging thc ratchet pivot bolt in
the cylinder block.
3 . Ensure that the piston housing locates on the
dowels and single stud and the cylinder spigot fits
into the milled slot in the cylinder block.
3 . Allow the jockey wheel to take up the slack in the
chain. Tighten the retaining n u t and two bolts to
secure t h e assembly. Do not rotate enginc, see
‘tappet adjustment’.

18. Fit the crankshaft chain whee! with the large
shoulder towards the cylinder block.
19. Without moving the camshaft and crankshaft fit the
timing chain keeping i t taut on the drive side.
Should i t be impossible to obtain a taut fit, remove
the chain wheel and position i t in one of the five

. ...

remaining keyways until the best position is
obtained. It is preferable to choose a keyway which
gives ;I slightly tight chain on the drive side rather
than a slack one.
20. Secure the camshaft chain wheel to the camshaft
with a new, special, micro encapsulated treated
bolt and tighten to t h e correct torque figure - See
Petrol en,‘(rine.
21. Fit and adjust the timing chain damper so that
there is a maximum clearance of 0 3 m m
(0.010 i n ) between the timing chain and damper.
Tighten the two bolts and secure with new lock
tabs.

23
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ADJUST TAPPET CLEARANCES
Petrol and diesel engines

-

1. If the crankshaft is rotated with excessive valve
clearances, it is possible that the push rods may
become dislodged from the tappet seating and
fracture the tappet slide. To prevent damage,
eliminate all clearance from any loose rockers
bcfore turning the crankshaft to adjust the
clearances.
2. Turn the engine over until number eight valve
(counting from front of engine) is fully open.
3. Using a 0,25 mm (0.010 in) feeler gauge check the
clearance between the valve tip and rocker pad of
number one valve.
4. Adjust the clearance by slackening the locknut and
turning the tappet adjusting screw clockwise to
reduce clcarance and anti-clockwise to increase
clearance. Recheck the clearance after tightening
the lock nut.

FIT TIMING COVER AND WATER PUMP
1. Using a new joint washcr assemble the water pump
to the front cover and loosely tighten the three
retaining bolts.
2. Attach a new joint washer and water gallery joint
to the timing cover and secure the cover together
with the timing pointer (petrol engines only) and
alternator link to the cylinder block with the
fourteen bolts. Evenly tighten to the correct torque
figure, including the water pump bolts.

2
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3. Fit the crankshaft pulley and secure with the
special washer and bolt. Tighten to the correct
torque figure.

5 . Continue to check and adjust the remaining
tappets in the following sequence:
Set No. 3 tappet with No. 6 valve fully open.
Set No. 5 tappet with No. 4 valve fully open.
Set No. 2 tappet with No. 7 valve fully open.
Set No. 8 tappet with No. 1 valve fully open.
Set No. 6 tappet with No. 3 valve fully open.
Set No. 4 tappet with No. 5 valve fully open.
Set No. 7 tappet with No. 2 valve fully open.

3
ST1089M
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4. Fit the thermostat into its housing and using new

joint washers secure the assembly, together with
the elbow, to the cylinder head. Tightcn the three
bolts to the correct torque. Connect the thermostat
elbow to the water pump with a new hose and
secure with hose clips.

FITTHESKEW GEAR
Petrol engine
1. Turn the crankshaft to bring number one piston to
T.D.C. with number four cylinder valves on thc
'rock'. Check that the timing gear pointcr coincides
with the mark on the crankshaft pulley.
2. Lubricate and insert the skew gear assembly into
mesh with the camshaft gear. Due to the helex
angle of the teeth the gear will turn anti-clockwise
as it slides into mesh. The broad master spline must
be at 20" to t h e centre line when correctly seated,
as illustrated, but i t may take scvcral attempts to
achieve this.

-.
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3 . The skew gear assembly is located in its final
position by a special screw. Without this screw the
gear will go deeper into mesh resulting in an
incorrect anglc when t h e assembly is lifted up to
locate the screw. The angle must therefore be
checked again after the screw is fitted. Align the
location hole in t h e bush and fit a new location
screw i n t o the cylinder block and re-check the
angle.
4. Fit the distributor drive coupling, and ensure that it
locates properly in the off-set slot of the skew gear.
5. Using a new joint washer, fit t h e side covcr.

ST748M
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Diesel engine

6. Turn the crankshaft in the direction of rotation
until both valves of number one cylinder are closed
and the piston is ascending the bore on the
compression stroke.
7. Continue to turn the crankshaft until the timing
pointer aligns with the 13" mark on the flywheel,
that is 13" BTDC. This must be done carefully. If
the flywheel in inadvertently turned too far and the
timing mark goes past the pointer do not turn the
flywheel back but repeat the operation.
8. Ensure that a correct line of vision is taken when
lining up t h e timing marks. An incorrect line of
vision can result in the timing being 1" to 2" out.

10. The skew gear assembly is located in its final
position by a special screw. Without this screw the
gear will go deeper into mesh rcsulting in a n
incorrect angle when the assembly is lifted up to
locate the screw. The angle must therefore be
checked again after the screw is fitted.
11. Align the location hole i n the bush and f i t a new
location screw into the cylinder block and re-chcck
the angle.
12. Fit D.P.A. pump drive shaft long-splined-end
leading and locate the master spline in the
corresponding spline i n the skew gear.

0
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9. Lubricate and insert the skew gear assembly into
mcsh with the camshaft gear. Due to the helex
angle of the teeth the gear will turn anti-clockwise
as it slides into mesh. The broad niaster spline must
be at 20" to the centre line when correctly seated,
as illusti-ated, but it may take several attempts to
achieve this.

ST750M
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13, Using a new joint washer fit the oil filter housing,
ensuring that the retaining bolts pass through the
two small round holes i n the joint washer.
iI +A . Tighten the iwii rciaining bolts evenly to :tic corrcc:
torque.
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FIT ICNITIOPI DISTRIBUTOR

I . Fit the distributor adaptor plate using a new joint
washer and evenly tighten the thrcc retaining bolts
to the correct torque figure.

6. Fit the correct spark plugs and washers and tighten
to the specified torque figure.
7 . Fit the distributor cap and connect t h e H.T, leads
to the spark plugs in thc sequcnce illustrated.

ST 877M

wr FUEL INJECTION PUMP
2. Chcck that the distributor drive coupling, locates
properly in thc off-sct slot of the skew gear.
3. Inserl t h c distributor and “0”ring so that thc
vacuum unit faccs towards t h e rear of the engine.
Remove the cap and oscillate the rotor arm until
the distributor drive shaft locates into the drive
coupling slot thus enabling the distributor to be
pushed fully home. The metal tip of the rotor arm
should be in line with thc electrode in the
distributor cap that supplies clcctrical current to
number one spark plug.
4. Temporarily tighten the distributor clamp bolt
pending final ignition timing adjustment when the
cngine is fitted to the vehicle.
5. Secure the clamp to the adaptor plntc with the
single bolt.

Using timing gauge 605863

1. Using a new joint washer fit the camshaft front side
cover with t h e timing pointer. Tighlcn the retaining
bolts evenly to the correct torque.
2. Earlier engines with the side oil filter, cmploy a
baffle plate, with two joint washcrs interposed
between the side filter plate and the cylinder block.
continued
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3. Insert the timing gauge, 605863, into the driving
gear, then twist gauge in a clockwise direction to
take up backlash and any wear in the gears.
4. Hold in this position, then, if necessary, slacken off
bolts retaining the timing pointer on the side of the
cylinder block. Adjust pointer so that it coincides
with the line on the timing gauge, as illustratcd,
then retighten the bolts and remove the timing
gauge.

5. Rotate the driving gear on the distributor pump so
that the master spline lines up with the mastcr
spline on the engine driving gear.
6. Check that the pump drive shaft is correctly located
with the longer splines in thc skcw gear.
7. Fit the distributor pump to the engine engaging the
master splines on the pump and the drive shaft. Do
not tighten the fixings at this stage.
8. Align the vertical mark o n the pump flange with
t h e pump timing pointer, then tighten the pump
fixings.

ST757M
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Using timing gauge MS 67B

9. Check that the drive shaft is correctly located with
the longer splined-end in thc skew gear.
10. Assemble the scribing arm of the timing gauge to
the gaugc body.
11. Set gauge by loosening knurled screws and sliding
bracket around until chamfcred edge aligns with
the required angle of 22", tighten knurled screw in
this position.

W
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12. Insert the gauge into the vacant injection pump
position and engage the gauge gear into injection
pump drive splines.

ST760M
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13. Release centre shaft retaining screw and slide the

.,

gauge body along centre shaft until body engages
injection. pump drive gear hub. Lock shaft
retaining screw.
14. Apply gentle clockwise pressure to take up
backlash or wear in gears, retain in this position.
15. Slacken off timing pointer bolts. Adjust timing
pointer so that it aligns with scribing arm on the
gauge.
16. Tighten timing pointer bolts and remove the gauge.
17. Rotate driving gear on distributor pump so that
master spline lines up with master spline on driving
gear.
18. Fit pump to engine, ensuring that the timing mark
on the pump flange coincides with the timing
pointer.
19. Tighten the injection pump retaining nuts.

I..
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20. If the injectors have already been fitted, during
cylinder head assembly, fit the injector feed pipes
to the injector pump to prevent the ingress of dirt
into the system. See FUEL SYSTEM - Section 19
for correct fitting of injectors.

-.

FIT OIL PUMP AND SUMP

NOTE: When the distributor pump is timed as detailed
above, that is, with the timing pointer on the engine
altered to take up backlash and wear on the gears, it
ensures that optimum distributor pump timing is
achieved.
Should there be any fall-off of power during the life of
the engine, retiming the distributor pump to take up
gear wear could well make a significant improvement to
engine performance, provided the engine is generally in
good condition.

1. Fit the longer splined end of thc drive shaft into the
oil pump.
2. Fit the oil pump and drive shaft to the crankcase,
whilst revolving the shaft as necessary to engage
the splines of the skew gear.
3 . Using new lock washers, secure the pump to the
crankcase tightening t h e bolts to t h e correct torque
and bend over the lock tabs.
4. If necessary adjust the position of the strainer SO
that it is parallel to the sump baffle plate.

continued

5 . Clean the sump and crankcase mating faces and fit
a new joint washer. Secure the sump with the
twenty-one bolts and spring washers and one nut.
Evenly tighten to the correct torque.
29
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FIT ROCKER COVER

FIT FUEL LIFT PUMP
If the fuel lift was separatcd from the side cover, fit
the pump to the cover first using a new joint washcr
and evenly tighten the retaining nuts.
Place a new cover plate joint washer in position
and f i t the cover and pump assembly to the cylinder
block.
Ensure that the pump actuating lever ridcs on top
of the camshaft.
Secure the cover, evenly tightening the retaining

Clean the rocker cover and cylinder head faces and f i t
the cover using a new joint washer. Evenly tighten the
dome headed nuts to the correct torque. Do not
ovcrtighten.
A . Petrol engine
B. Diesel engine

bolts.

ST762M
S T 881 M

FIT HEATER PLUGS - Diesel engine
1. Clean and test the heater plugs as described in the
maintenancc Section. Fit thc heater plugs and
tighten to the corrcct torque according to the size

of plug. D o not ovcr tighten.
2. Fit the leads, washcrs and nuts as illustrated.

-

b-
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NOTE: The illustration shows a petrol engine fuel pump
but the fitting procedure is the same for the Diesel
engine pump.

ST127C!M
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FIT INLET AND EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

FIT THE CLUTCH

.

j

la

<:.d

1. Clean the flywheel face and place the centre plate
with the side marked ‘Flywheel side’ towards the
flywheel.
2 . Fit the clutch assembly locating i t over the three
dowels and loosely secure with the six bolts.
3. Centralise the centre plate using special tool RO
605022 or a spare primary shaft and tighten the six
bolts evenly to the correct torque figure. Smear the
splines of the centre plate with Molybdenum
disulphide grease, such as Rocol MTS 1000.

Petrol engine

1. Using a new ‘hot spot’ joint washer asscmblc the
inlet manifold to thc exhaust manifold.
2. Secure with the four nuts and evenly tighten to the
correct torque, then slacken off but retain the ‘nip’
of the four nuts.

ST764M

FIT CYLINDER HEAD OIL FEED
... -,.
.
....:. .,...
.
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1 . Connect the oil feed pipe, for lubrication of the
rocker shaft assembly, to the cylinder head.
2. Secure with the two banjo bolts and f o u r joint
washers.

3 . Coat the face of the exhaust manifold with Rocol
anti-seize compound Foliac J 166 (paste) and the
corresponding face of the cylinder head.
4. Fit t h e joint washcrs of inlet manifold with the
raised rings towards the cylinder head.
5 . Fit and tighten the securing nuts and bolts to the
correct torque including the two common bolts and
clamps. Note the two outer bolts at both ends of
the exhaust manifold have lock plates.
6. Finally tighten the four ‘hot spot’ joint nuts cvcnly
to correct torque.
7. Fit the heat shield.

2
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Diesel engine

7. Using a new gasket fit the manifolds and secure
with the retaining nuts and clamps. Evenly tighten
to the specified torque figure.

ST768M
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FIT ALTERNATOR, PULLEY AND FAN BLADES
1. Fit the pulley, spacer and fan blade assembly 10 the
water pump shaft.

32

2. Assemble the alternator to the engine bracket with
the two pivot bolts, distance piece and washers,
leaving the bolts slack.
3 . Fit the adjustment link to the timing cover and
attach to alternator with the adjusting clamp bolt.

4. Fit the drive belt and pivot the alternator away
from the engine, but d o not apply pressure to the
stator or slip-ring end bracket or damage may
result. Tighten the clamp bolt and with thumb
pressure, check the belt tension between the Can
and altcrnator pulleys which should be 7 to 9 mm
(Y4 to ?4 in) at the mid-point.
5 . When the tension is correct fully tighten the clamp
bolt and the pivot nuts and bolts.

2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINE

I . Clean the carburettcr and manifold mating faces.
2. Place a joint washer, over the studs to the
manifold.
3. Fit the packing piece.
4. Fit a second joint washer.
5 . Fit the carburetter and secure with the four nuts
and washers tightening evenly to thc correct
torque.

12

1. Fit the pump attachment bracket to engine with
two bolts.
2. Secure pump to bracket with pivot bolt and nuts
leaving it slack.
3. Fit the tensioning clamp bolt and drive belt.
Tension the belt and tighten the clamp bolt.
4. Check that the belt can bc deflected 12 mm (E i n )
by thumb pressure, at t h e mid-point of its r u n (A).
5 . Tighten the pivot bolt and n u t and finally tighten
the clamp bolt.

.

FIT THE STARTER MOTOR

1. Secure the starter motor to the flywheel housing
noting that the petrol engine starter is held by two
studs, nuts and washers. The startcr for the diesel
engine is retained by one stud, one bolt and one
nut and bolt. Tighten the fixings evenly to the
correct torque.

6. Turn the pump pulley so that t h e indicating marks
on the pulley hub and pump body line up.
7. Remove the oil level plug and inject a
rccommended SAE 15W-50 oil up to t h e level of
the hole. Refit the plug. See Maintenance Section.

6

2. In addition, the rear of the Diesel engine starter
motor is secured by two bolts to a support bracket
attached to thc cylinder block.

MISCELLANEOUS iTEit'iS
Fit any other parts, if removed, such as engine
mounting brackets, lifting eyes and the dipstick. Also
any other items of non-standard equipment peculiar to
the vehicle concerned.
Make a careful inspection of the engine and check that
all plugs are fitted and properly tightened.
33
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REMOVE OVERHAUL AND REFIT
Special tools:
Drift inlet valve guides 274400
Drift exhaust valve guides 274401
Drift exhaust valve guide 600959
Drift inlet valve guide 601508
Seat cutters MS621 MS627
Insert replacer 530625
Before the cylinder head can be removed the following
ancilliary items, common to petrol and diesel engines,
need to be removed or disconnected for access and
safety.
I . Disconnect the battery for safety.
2. Drain the cooling system.
3. Remove the bonnet.
3. Disconnect heater rail pipes and move aside.
5 . Disconnect top hose from thermostat housing.
6.. Disconnect hcater control cables.
7 . Release fan cowl from bracket attached to
t h e r m os t a t ho usi n g .
8. Disconnect lead from coolant temperature sensor.
9. Disconnect oil gallery pipe at rcar of engine.
10. Disconnect coolant by-pass hose.
1 1 . Disconnect the exhaust pipc from the manifold.
The following items concern the petrol engine only

I?. Disconnect the air cleaner hose from the
carburetter.
13. Disconnect brake vacuum hose from the
manifold.
14. Disconnect
mixture
control
cable from
carburetter.
15. Disconnect throttle cable.
16. Disconnect fuel shut-off valve lead from
carburetter.
17. Disconnect vacuum ignition advance pipe.
18. Remove H.T. leads from spark plugs.

26. Withdraw the push rods and retain them in
numbered sequence.
27. Evenly slacken the remaining cylinder head
retaining bolts and lift-off the cylinder head
complete with manifolds. Remove and discard thc
cylinder head gasket.

ST674M

28. Remove the eight bolts and three nuts and
remove the inlet and exhaust manifolds complete
with carburetter (petrol engine).
29. Remove three bolts and lift-off the thermostat
housing, elbow and thermostat.
30. Removc spark plugs, (pctrol cnginc) tcmpcrature
sensor and engine lifting eyes.
31. Using valve spr-ing compressor 276102 or ;I
suitable alternative, remove the valve and spring
assemblies, keeping them identified with their
original locations for possible refitting. Discard
the valve spring and valve guide oil seals. Remove
carbon deposits from the valves and combustion
chambers and dcgrcase all parts ready for
examination.

e-
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The following items concern only the diesel engine
19. Disconnect the fuel spill return union conncctcd

to spill rail.
20. Disconnect injector supply pipes from the
injectors.
21. Remove injectors complete with spill rail.
22. Disconnect air hose from manifold.
23. Disconnect the heater plug electrical connections.
Remove the cylinder head
The following instructions for removing and
overhauling the cylinder head are common to petrol
and diesel engines unless otherwise stated.
24. Remove the rocker cover and slacken the tappet
screw lock nuts. Turn the adjusting screws to
release them from the push rods.
25. Remove the rocker shaft retaining bolts, lift-off
the rocker shaft assembly, invert it and secure i t to
the rocker cover studs to prevent the assembly
from falling apart.
34
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34. To remove a hot plug, insert a thin soft metal drift
through the injector shroud throat and tap the hot
plug from the inside. Once removed a faulty hot
plug cannot be restored and must be renewed.
35. I f the injector shroud is damaged, drift the shroud
out towards the injector bore.
36. Thoroughly clean out the combustion chamber.
The hole in the side of the injector shroud is for
manufacturing purposes only but at the same time
can be used as a guide when refitting the shroud.
37. Smear a little oil on t h e shroud and insert into the
cylinder head with the hole pointing towards the
centre of t h e cylinder head, and drift into
position.

T

. ....
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EXAMINATION OF COMPONENTS
Petrol engine
32. Examine t h e cylinder head for cracks and
distortion. Burnt, pitted and pocketed seats must
be repaired.
Diesel engine
33. Same as for petrol engine and in addition, worn or
damaged exhaust seat inserts should be renewed,
as described later.

38. Fit the hot plugs by tapping with a hidc-faced
mallet, and locate with a new roll pin. If thc hot
plugs are loose in the cylinder head they may be
retained with a little grease.
39. When fitted, the hot plugs must be checked with ii
dial test indicator to ensure that they do not
protrude above the level of the cylinder head Cace
more than 0,025 mm (0.001 in) and are not
recessed below the level of the cylinder head face
more than 0.05 mm (U.002 i n ) .

Hot plugs and injector shrouds -examine and renew

. .

*. , ,.

,.

When carrying out normal top overhaul work on the
cylinder head i t is not necessary to rcmove either the
injector shrouds o r the hot plugs.
Small surface cracks in the hot plug, extending from the
opening to approximately 8,O inn1 (,0.312i n ) in length
can be ignored. However i f any severe cracks appear on
the face of the hot plug, before attempting to remove i t ,
closely inspect t h e cylinder head for signs of cracks,
particularly between the inlet and exhaust valve seats.
Such cracking indicates that the engine has overheated,
usually through lack o f coolant, and the cylinder head
hhould be scrapped.

ST678M
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Petrol and diesel engines
40. Chcck the valve guides for wear by inserting a
new valve in the appropriate guide 8 mm above
the seat. If movement across the head exceeds
0,15 m m (0.006 in) renew the guide.
41. Inspect the valves and discard any that are burnt,
bent or distorted. Check the stems for wear by
inserting in a new guide. If wear is excessivc,
discard the valve. Valve faces that are pitted o r
ridged but otherwise serviceable may be refaced.
42. Renew push rods that are bent or have worn or
scored ball or socket ends.
Renew push rod tube seals (Diesel only)

*

43. Whilst this is rarely necessary the procedure is
nevertheless as follows.
44. Drive out the old push rod tubes using a suitable
drift.
*

NOTE: Later engines are fitted with tubes without seals.
See 2.5 litre Diesel engine for renewal.

Renew valve guide

Sl

45. Fit new sealing rings to new push rod tubes and
smear with silicone MS4 grease.
46. Insert the new tubes, chamfered end first from t h e
combustion chamber side. Align the flat on the
push rod tube at right angles to an imaginary line
between the centre of the push rod tube and
centre of the hot plug.
47. Press the push rod tubes into position whilst
maintaining the alignment. Also ensure that the
chamfers on the tubes and in the cylinder head are
fully engaged.

36

48. Support the cylinder head, combustion chamber
uppermost on pieces of timber of sufficient
thickness to allow clearance for the valve guides
to be driven out.
49. Using special drift 274400 for inlet guides and
274401 for exhaust guidcs or suitable alternatives
drive out the old guides from the combustion face
side.

NOTE: The illustration shows a petrol engine
cylinder head.
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50. Turn the cylinder head over so the combustion
chambers face downwards. Since the inlet and
exhaust valve guides are dimensionally different it
is important that the correct guides are fitted to
the appropriate ports.
51. Lubricate new guides with engine oil and using
special drift 600959 for the exhaust and 601508 for
the irrlet valve guides or suitable alternatives,
drive in the new guides until the shoulder is flush
with the casting.

- .,.:

.
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53. The special set of hand tools recommended for
refacing include expandable pilots that fit tightly
into new or worn guides to ensure that the valve
seat is concentric with valve guide. The refacing
tool has tungsten carbide cutters and can be used
to cut a seat in a new exhaust seat insert.
54. Select the correct expandable collet for the valve
guide concerned i.e. 8 mm for inlet guides and
8 3 mm for exhaust.
55. Loosely assemble the collet, expander and nuts.
Ensure that the chamfered end of the expander is
towards the collet.

.
I.
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Reface cylinder head valve seats

52. Damaged or worn valve seats can be refaced
provided they are not abnormally wide due to
repeated refacing operations. See instruction 64.

56. Insert the assembled pilot into the valve guide
from the combustion face side of the cylinder
head until the shoulder contacts thc valve guidc
and the whole of the collet is inside the valve
guide.
57. Expand the collet in the guide by turning the
tommy bar clockwise whilst holding the knurled
nut.
58. Select the appropriate angled cutter for the seats
to be cut.
continued

B
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A. Correctly seated valve
B. Undesirable condition
C. Method of rectification
37
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NOTE: MS 621 is a 45" and 15" cutter and MS 627
is 30" only.
A - Petrol engine - inlet valve seat 30" + W
exhaust valve seat 45" + 9"'
13 - Diesel engine -inlet valve seat 45" 'h"
exhaust valve seat 45" %"

+

+

See illustrations following instruction 68.

59. Ensure that the cutter blades are correctly fitted
to the cutter head with the angled end of the blade
downwards facing the work, as illustrated. Check
that the cutter blades are adjusted so that the
middle IJf the blade contacts the area of material
to be cut. Use the key provided in the hand set
MS 76.

.

62. Smear a small quantity of engineers' blue round
the valve seat and revolve a properly ground valve
against the seat. A continuous fine line should
appear round the valve. If there is a gap of not
more than 12 mm i t can be corrected by lapping.
63. Alternatively, insert a strip ofcellophanc between
the valve and seat, hold the valve down by the
stem and slowly pull out t h e cellophane. If there is
a drag the seal is satisfactory in that spot. Repeat
this in at least eight places. Lapping-in will correct
a small open spot.
64. After several trueing-up or lapping-in operations
valve seats may have an excessive width which can
be reduced by obtaining special correction cutters
which narrow t h e seat by removing metal from the
top and bottom of the scat. A 60" cutter is
recommended for bottom narrowing and for top
narrowing use a 15" cutter (MS 621) for a 30" valve
seat and a 30" cutter for a 45" seat. The same
mcthod of assembly and operation is used forcorrection cutters as for refacing cutters. IJse very
light pressure removing only the minimuni
material necessary. Once the seats have been
reduced carry out the normal refacing operation
as previously described.
Renew exhaust seat inserts (Diesel only)

60. Fit the wrench to the cutter head and turn
clockwise using only very light pressure. Continue
cutting to approximately the centre of the existing
seat.

61. T o check. the effectiveness of [ne cutting
operation use engineers' blue or a feeler gauge
made from cellophane.
38

65. Hold the cylinder head firmly in a vice, wear
protective goggles and grind the old insert away
until thin enough to be cracked and prised out.
Take care not to damage the insert pocket.
66. Remove any burrs and swarf from the pocket.
Failure to do this could cause the new insert to
crack when being fitted.
67. Assemble the new insert to the replacer tool
number 530625 so that the chamfered edge of the
insert is l a d i n g . Using it suitable bolt and n u t
draw the insert into the cylinder head pocket.
Cut ii new 45" seat using cutter MS 621.

cQ-.....
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Lap-in valves

Reface valve faces

68. Valves that are satisfactory for further service can
be rcfaced. This operation should be carried out
using a valve grinding machine. Only the
minimum of material should bc rcmoved from the
valve face to avoid thinning of the valve edge. The
valve is refaced correctly when all pits are
removed and the face concentric with the stem.

69. To ensure a gas tight seal between the valve facc

70.

Valve face angles:
A. Petrol engine

71.

Inlet valve face - 30" Exhaust valve face -45" I/JO

-

.

72.

B. Diesel engine
Inlet valve face -445"- %"
Exhaust valve face 45" - %"

A
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73.

ssE9?LJE

and valve scat it is necessary to lap-in the
appropriate valve to its seat. It is essential to keep
the valve identified with its seat once the lappingin operation has been completed. Rcmember that
the inlet and exhaust valves in thc petrol engine
have different face angles.
Unless the faces to be lapped are in poor
condition it should only be necessary to use fine
valve lapping paste. Smear a small quantity of
paste on the valve face and lubricate the valve
stem with engine oil.
Insert the valve in the appropriate guide and using
a suction type valve lapping tool employ a light
reciprocating action while occasionally lifting the
valve off its seat and turning it so that the valve
returns to a diffcrent position on t h e seat.
Continue the operation until a continuous matt
grey band round thc valve face is obtained. To
check that the lapping operation is successfull,
wipe off the valve paste from the valve and scat
and make a serics of pencil lines across the valve
face. Inset the valve into the guide and while
pressing the valve onto the seat revolve the valve
a quarter turn a few times. If all the pencil lincs
are cut through no further lapping is required.
Wash all traces of grinding paste from the valves
and cylinder head seats.
con tin lied
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Assemble valves to cylinder head

74. Insert the inlet valves into the guides and fit new
oii seais with the piain exterior and circuiar
spring. Ensure that t h e seal locates in the groove
in t h e valve guide.
75. Insert the exhaust valves and fit the oil seals with
the ridged exterior and n o spring.
ST691 M

v

continued
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76. Fit the double valve spring and retainer assembly
to each valve in turn and using valve spring
compressor, 18G106A with adaptor 18G106A/10
secure the assembly with the split collcts.

74

75
ST6
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79 Examine the rocker shaft for wear and discard i f
the bearing surfacc is worn more than 0,025 mm
(0.001 i n ) .
Inspect thc rockers and discard if the pads are
worn. It is not permissible to grind pads in an
attempt to reclaim the rockers.
80 Renew bushes if the clearance between shaft and
bush is in excess of 0,101 to 0,127 mm (0.004 to
0.005 in).
6 Press in replacements ensuring that thc pre-drilled
oil holes coincide with the holcs in the rockcrs.
Illustration A. Cross section of petrol engine
rocker.
Illustration B. Cross section of diesel engine
rocker.

ST

OVERHAUL ROCKER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
Most of thc rocker shaft assembly components are not
interchangeable between the petrol and diesel engines
although the assembly method is the same.

Dismantle and inspection
77. Remove the locating screw and washer from the
number two rocker bracket and withdraw all the
components from the rocker shaft. Note that on
the petrol engine the locating screw also retains a
splash plate.
78. Remove the locknuts and adjustment screws from
the rockers.
40
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81. Using a reamer finish the bushes to 13,4 mm +
0,02 mm (0.530 in + 0.001 in) and clear swarf
from the oil holes.
82. Examine the ball-end of t h e adjusting screws and
discard any that are worn. Regrinding is not
permissible. Check the threads for damage and
that t h e oil relief drilling is clear.

2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL CYLINDER HEAD
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Assemble rocker shaft assembly
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83. Check that the oil-ways in the rocker shaft are
clear and fit number two rocker shaft bracket to
the shaft and retain with the locating screw and
washer. Note that the locating screw on petrol
engines also secures the splash plate.

84. Using new spaccrs and springs, assemble the
rockers and brackets to the shaft as illustrated,
ensuring that the rockers move freely on the shaft.
Note that the Diesel engine assembly has double
spacers each side of the centre pedestal.

Illustration C. Petrol engine assembly.
Illustration D. Diesel engine assembly

.
85. Fit the tappet adjustment screws and lock nuts to
the rlxkers.
86. Invert the rocker assembly and locate it on the
rocker cover to prevent i t falling apart.
continued

C
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Fit the cylinder head

87. Cleaii the cylinder head and cylinder block mating
faces and fit a new gasket, dry, without grease or
sealing compound. The gasket will have either
'DIESEL' or 'PETROL' stamped in the position
illustrated and the gasket must be fitted with these
uppermost.
88. Place the cylinder head in position and engage all
the cylinder head bolts and washers except those
used to secure the rocker assembly. Use new bolts
and ensure that the correct bolts for the petrol and
diesel engine are fitted. They are not
interchangeable.

92. Adjust the tappet clearances for petrol and diesel
engines, inlet and exhaust to 0,25 mm (0.010 in)
as follows: Using a feeler gauge adjust the
clearance by slackening the locknut and turning
the tappet adjusting scrcw clockwise to reduce
clearance and anti-clockwise to increase
clearance.
Set N o . 1 tappet with
Set No. 3 tappet with
Set No. 5 tappet with
Set No. 2 tappet with
Set No. 8 tappet with
Set No. 6 tappet with
Set No. 4 tappet with
Set No. 7 tappet with

No. 8 valve fully open.
No. 6 valve fully open.
N o . 4 valve fully open.
No. 7 valve fully open.
N o . 1 valve fully open.
No. 3 valve fully open.
N o . 5 valve fully open.
No. 2 valve fully open.

93. Recheck the clearances with the
tightened and adjust as necessary.

ST687M
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89. Insert the push rods into position ensuring that
the ball-ends fit correctly into the spherical seats
i n the tappet slides.
90. Fit the rocker shaft assembly ensuring that the
hole in the front and rear rocker bracket locates
properly in the corresponding dowel in the
cylinder head. Also, make sure that thc ball-end
of all the rockers fit into the spherical seats of the
push rods. Evenly tighten the rocker shaft
retaining bolts to the correct torque.
91. Tighten the cylindcr head and rocker shaft
securing nuts and bolts strictly in the sequence
illustrated to avoid distortion of the cylinder head.
Tighten to the torque figures given in the data
section. The arrow points to the front of the
engine

locknuts

2.25 LITRE PETROL AND DIESEL CYLINDER HEAD
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94. Using a new gasket fit the rocker cover and secure
with the rubbers, cups and dome nuts. Tighten to
the correct torque figure. Do not over-tighten.
A . Petrol.

-

B. Diesel

:,.
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95. Fit the inlet and exhaust manifolds complete with
carburetter (petrol engine). Sec Engine overhaul.
96. Fit the air intake and exhaust manifolds (diesel
enginc). See Engine overhaul.
97. Fit the spark plugs (petrol engine).
98. Fit the injectors- see Diesel fuel system.
99. Fit thc engine lifting cycs.
100. Fit the water temperature sensor.

107. Refit or reconnect the items disturbed for access
to the cylinder head.
108. Refill the cooling system when engine is refitted
to vehicle.

Fit the thermostat housing assembly
101. IJsing a new joint washcr secure the thermostat
housing to the by-pass housing.
102. Fit the two hose adaptors.
103. Inscrt the thcrmostat into its housing.
104. Place a ncw joint washer on the cy!inder head.
105. Using ii new joint washer fit the thermostat cover
and cowl mounting bracket.
106. Using the. three bolts sccurc the complete
assembly to the cylindcr head. Note that one bolt
is shorter and is fitted in-board.
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2.5 LITRE PETROL ENGINE
SUPPLEMENT T O THE 2.25 LITRE PETROL
ENGINE OVERHAUL PROCEDURES

This Supplement should b e used in conjunction with t h e 2.25 litre petrol engine overhaul procedures.
Details of the differences between the 2.25 and 2.5 litre engines are listed below. Some of the new features
were, however, introduced o n later 2.25 pctrol engines.
I

0

0

Capacity increased to 2495 cc by lengthening the
piston stroke from 89 mm to 97 mm.

0

Inserts fitted to exhaust valve seats in cylinder head.

0

New timing chain tensioner assembly

Crankshaft and main bearings same as the 2.5 litre
Diesel engine.

Modified oil pump with gear having only ten teeth.
Bush deleted from idler gear and ball ommitted from
the pressure relief valve.

T

0

Oii squirt hole in connecting rods deleted.

0

New pistons with controlled expansion skirts.

0

0
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0

The ‘0’ring scal between the flywheel housing and
cylinder block deleted. Sealing now achieved by a
bead of sealant on the flywheel housing mating face
with the cylinder block.

Camshaft same as 2.5 litre Diesel engine.

0

Sump joint washer deleted and a liquid sealant, RTV
Hylosill 102, now used.

Camshaft sprocket similar to 2.25 litre petrol engine,
but with a single keyway positioned to alter the
exhaust value peak from 109” to 104”.

0

The Lucas 45 D4 sliding contact distributor now
used.

2.5 LITRE PETROL ENGINE
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REMOVE AND OVERHAUL OIL PUMP

1. Remove the sump.
2. Bend back the lock washers and remove the two
bolts securing the oil pump to the crankcase.
Withdraw the oil pump complete with strainer and
oil pump drive shaft.

112

Dismantle oil pump

3. Bend back the lock washer and release the nut
securing the strainer to the oil pump body and
remove the strainer and sealing ring.
4. Remove four bolts and washers and lift off the oil
pump cover and lift out t h e driven and idler gears.
(a) driven gear
(b) idlcr gear
5 . Remove the oil pressure relief valve plug and
sealing washer. Withdraw the relief valve spring
and plunger.

Overhaul the oil pump

6. Examine the gears for wear, scores and pits. If the
gears appear serviceable check for end-float as
follows:
7. Clean the pump body and assemble t h e gears.
Place a straight edge across the pump body face, as
illustrated, and using a feeler gaugc, measure the
clearance between the body and gears and the
backlash between the gcars. The correct clearances
are given in Data.

7
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8. Gears must be renewed in pairs. A worn, but

STlG35M

serviceable gear, must not be matched with a new
one.
9. If necessary renew idler gear spindle by drilling-out
the peened over end of the spindle so that the
spindle can be withdrawn from the pump body. To
ensure squareness when fitting the new spindle,
assembie it inio the pump body with the two gears.
Fit the cover and secure with the four bolts.
Support the pump body and peen over the end of
the new spindle. Remove the cover and gears and
check security of the spindle.
45
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Assemble the oil pump

10. Fit the idler gear to the spindle.
11. Fit the driven gear with plain part of the bore
uppermost. See illustration after instruction 9.

5. Remove the camshaft sprocket retaining bolt and
washer.

ST1637M

12. Smear thc joint face of the body with jointing
compound and fit the cover over the dowels and
secure witli the lour bolts and spring washers.
13. Hold relief valve bore vertically and insert the
plunger with the solid end first. Fit the spring,
sealing washer and plug.
14. Fit the oil strainer sealing ring to the pump body
followcd by the lock washer and strainer. Tighten
the strainer retaining nut so that when fitted the
strainer is positioned parallel to the sump baffle
plate. Secure the nut with the lock washer tab.

REMOVE AND OVERHAUL THE TIMING CHAIN
SPROCKETS AND TENSIONER

1. Remove the bolts and withdraw the timing cover.
2. Before removing the timing chain tensioner check
dimension 'A', which with a new chain and
sprockets should be 14,22 mm (0.5 in)
approximately. This will give an indication of chain
wear. The dimension for a fully worn chain is 27 mm
(1.06 in).
3. Remove the three bolts and whilst holding the pad
inwards, to prevent it falling apart, remove thc
tensioner asscmbly.
4. Remove timing chain damper.

46
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6. Withdraw the camshaft sprocket together with the
timing chain and crankshaft sprocket. If necessary
use special tool 507231.

2.5 LITRE PETROL ENGINE
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L

7. Examine the sprockets and discard if the teeth are
worn. ,
8. Dismantle the tensioner assembly and discard if
any of the parts are worn.
9. Examine the tensioner body and check that the oi!
inlet hole is clcar.
10. Examine the slipper and check that the oil outlet
hole is clear.
11. Check that the oil inlet and exit oil hole in the
tensioner mounting plate is clear.

ST7657M

16. To prevent the tensioner releasing, insert a spaccr
approximately 2.3 mm thick between the tensioner
body and back of the slipper prior to fitting to
engine.

...
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12. Assemble the tensioner body to the mounting plate
with the two socket headed screws, spring washers
and nuts.
13. Insert the spring into the slipper bore.
14. Fit the ratchet over the spring and against spring
pressure, insert the ratchet into the slipper bore so
that the groove in the ratchet locates over the small
dowel inside the slipper bore. Push and turn the
ratchet clockwise until it locks in the bore.
15. Insert the slipper assembly into the tensioner body
ensuring that the small flat on the slipper shaft
faces the mounting plate.

ST 1 662M
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VALVE TIMING
1. Check that numbers one and four pistons are still at
T.D.C. and without disturbing the crankshaft,
remove the pulley and timing cover.
2. Fit the camshaft sprocket temporally and rotate the
camshaft in a clockwise direction until the line on
the tooth, also marked with a letter ‘P’ is in line
with the top stud hole on the cylinder block as
illustrated.

6 . Fit and adjust the timing chain damper so that
there is a maximum clearance of 0,25 mm
(0.010 in) between the timing chain and damper.
Tighten thc retaining bolts and secure with new
lock tabs.

II

\

3. Remove the camshaft sprocket.
4. Encircle the camshaft and crankshaft sprockets
with the timing chain and keeping it taut on the
drive side and with the large shoulder of the
crankshaft sprocket towards t h e cylindcr block, fit
the sprockets and chain assembly to the engine.
5. Secure the camshaft sprocket to the camshaft with
a new special micro encapsulated treated bolt and
tighten to the correct torque figure.

FIT TIMING CHAIN TENSIONER

1. Fit t h e timing chain tensioner and mounting platc
assembly to t h e cylinder block locating i t ovcr the
two dowels.
2. Secure the assembly with the three bolts and evenly
tighten.
3. Remove the spacer and to release the ratchet, to
tension the chain, prcss the pad at point ‘A’.

2.5 LITRE PETROL ENGINE
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RENEW EXHAUST VALVE SEAT INSERTS

1. Hold the cylinder head firmly in a vice, wear
protective goggles and grind the old insert away
until thin enough to be cracked and prised out.
Take care not to damage the insert pocket.
2. Remove any burrs and swarf from the pocket.
Failure to d o this could cause the new insert to
crack when being fitted.
NOTE: Since no special tool is available for fitting a
new insert, it is recommended that this work is
entrusted to a cylinder head overhaul specialist.
FITTING PISTONS AND CONNECTING RODS

.

Fit rear main oil seal and flywheel housing

2. Check that the crankshaft oil seal journal is
undamaged and clean. Make sure the scal housing
is clean and dry and free from burrs. Do not touch
the seal lip and ensurc that thc outside diameter is
clean and dry.
3 . The P.T.F.E seal Part N o ETC 5369 which should
be used is supplied with a former to maintain the
correct shape and must not be removed until the
seal is to be fitted.
4. Using special seal rcplacer 18G 134-11 and with the
lip side leading drive-in the seal as far as the tool
allows. If the tool is not available fit the seal to the
bottom of t h e housing to ensure squarcness.

The delection of the oil spray hole in the connecting rod
precludes the necessity of fitting this towards the
camshaft side of the engine. See page 18 instruction 5.
. . -.

REMOVE AND REFIT FLYWHEEL HOUSING AND
REAR MAlN OIL SEAL

1. Remove the eight bolts securing t h e flywheel
housing to the cylinder block and remove the
housing and rcar main bcaring oil seal.

.... ..
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5. Apply a bead of Hylogrip 2000 sealant to the rear
face of the flywheel housing to the dimensions and
configuration as illustrated below. The illustration
has been produced full size so that a template may
be made to facilitate the application of the sealant.
The bead should be 5 3 mm wide and 0,25 mm
thick.
6. Examine the seal guide number 18G 1344 and
repair any damage that could destroy the seal lip.
7. Lubricate the outside diameter of the seal guide
and the scal journal with concentrated 'Oildag' in a
25% solution with clean engine oil.
8. Place the seal guide on the crankshaft flange and,
using the two dowels protruding from the cylinder
block rear face as a guide to ensure initial
squareness, fit the flywheel housing and remove
the seal guide. Secure the flywheel housing evenly
tightening the retaining bolts.

50
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FITTING SUMP
1. Clean t h e sump and cylinder block mating faces.
2. Apply a bead of RTV HYLOSILL 102 black
approximately 7 m m wide to the cylinder block or
sump mating face.
3. Fit the sump within 30 minutes of applying sealant
and secure with the bolts and tighten evenly to the
correct torque.

NOTE: RTV Liquid Sealant is available under part
number RTC 3254 from Land Rover Parts and
Equipment Ltd.

1

I
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5. The gear should revolvc freely in the bush with a
clearance of 0,051 to 0,203 mm (0,001 to 0,007 in)
between thrust washer and bush.

SKEW GEAR
I . To renew t h e bush, hold thc gear firmly i n a vice
without damaging the teeth. If possibie insert a
scrap drive shaft in the gear internal splines and
grip the shaft.
2. Turn the locknut clockwisc (left-hand thread) to
remove and withdraw the thrust washer and bush.
3. Fit a new bush removing any burrs before hand and
ensure that the location hole is towards t h e lower
end of the gear.
4. Fit a new thrust washer, if the original is worn or
scored. Apply Loctite 601 to the thread and fit the
locknut turning anti-clockwise and tighten to 27 34 Nm (20 - 25 Ibf.tt).

51
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2.50 LITRE DIESEL ENGINE
DISMANTLE AND OVERHAUL
Special tools:
274400 -Drift inlet valve guides
274401 -Drift exhaust valve guides
600959 -Drift exhaust valve guide
601508 -Drift inlet valve guide
MS621 -Seal cutter
530625 -Insert replacer
R0605022 - Clutch centralising tool
270304 -Cork-seal guide
18G 1344 -Seal guide - rear main bearing
18G 134-11 -Seal replacer rear main oil seal
530102A - Crankshaft nut spanner
18G 1457/1- Dist. pump remover
18G 1464/2/6 -Crankshaft pulley remover
18G 1456 -Crankshaft oil seal replacer
18G 1482 -Camshaft oil seal replacer
18G 1458 - Dist. pump timing tool
MS47 -Press
18G705-1A - Collets
LST107 -Flywheel timing pin
REMOVE ANCILLIARY EQUIPMENT

Remove the engine from the vehicle. Clean the exterior
and in the interests of safety and efficient working,
secure the engine to a recognised engine stand.
Before commencing, make a careful note of t h e
position of brackets, clips, harnesses, pipes, hoses,
filters and other miscellaneous items to facilitate reassembly .
Removal of the following components is a reversal of
the fitting procedure described in engine assembly.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

Remove the alternator and mounting brackets.
Remove the power steering pump and bracket.
Rcmove the fan and pulley.
Remove the inlet and exhaust manifolds.
Disconnect and remove the fuel supply pipes from
the injectors and D.P.S. pump and cover the ports.
Disconnect coolant by-pass hose from the water
pump, release the seven bolts and remove t h e
water pump.
Drain the sump and remove the dipstick.
Remove the starter motor.
Restrain the flywheel, remove the crankshaft
pulley bolt and withdraw the pulley.
Evenly slacken and remove the clutch retaining
bolts and withdraw the clutch assembly and centre
plate.
Remove the two bolts and remove the oil filter
assembly complete from the cylinder block.
Unscrew t h e filter element and discard.
Remove the six bolts and withdraw the rear side
plate complete with fuel pump.

REMOVE AND OVERHAUL CYLINDER HEAD
Remove the cylinder head

Remove injectors complete with spill rail.
Disconnect the heater plug electrical connections.
Remove the engine lifting brackets.
Disconnect oil gallery pipe at rear of engine.
Remove three bolts and lift-off the thermostat
housing, elbow and thermostat.
6. Remove the rocker cover and slacken the tappet
screw lock nuts. Turn the adjusting screws to
release them from t h e push rods.
7. Remove the rocker shaft retaining bolts, lift-off the
rocker shaft assembly, invert it and secure it to the
rocker cover studs to prevent the assembly from
falling apart, see instruction 25, page 34 2.25 litre
Petrol and Diesel engine.
8. Withdraw the push rods and retain them in
numbered sequence.
9. Evenly slacken the remaining cylinder head
retaining bolts and lift-off t h e cylinder head.
10. Remove the engine lifting eyes.
11. Using valve spring compressor 276102 or a suitable
alternative, remove the valve and spring assemblies
keeping them identified with their original
locations for possible refitting.
12. Discard the valve spring and valve guide oil seals.
Remove carbon deposits from the valves and
combustion chambers and degrease all parts ready
for examination.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Examine components
13. Examine the cylinder head for cracks and
distortion.
14. Burnt, pitted and pocketed seats must be repaired.
15. In addition, worn or damaged valve seats should be
renewed, as described later.
Hot plugs and injector shrouds -examine and renew

When carrying out normal top overhaul work on the
cylinder head i t is not necessary to remove either the
injector shrouds or the hot plugs.
Small surface cracks in the hot plug, extending from the
opening to approximately 8,O mm (0.312 in) in length
can be ignored. However, if any severe cracks appear
on the face of the hot plugs before attempting to
remove it, closely inspect the cylinder head for signs of
cracks, particularly between the inlet and exhaust valve
seats. Such cracking indicates that the engine has
overheated, usually through lack of coolant, and the
cylinder head should be scrapped.
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16. To remove a hot plug support the cylinder head,
face downwards on two pieces of timber and insert
a thin soft metal drift through the injector shroud
throat and tap the hot plug from the inside. Once
removed, a faulty hot plug cannot be restored and
must be scrapped.

.. ."..

.
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Fitting hot plugs

ST1428PJ

A - Shroud

B - Hot Plug

20. Fit the hot plugs by tapping with a hide-faced
mallet, and locate with a new roll pin. If the hot
plugs are loose in t h e cylinder head they may be
retained with a little grease.
21. When fitted, the hot plugs must be checked with a
dial test indicator to ensure that they do not
protrude above the level of the cylinder head face
more than 0,76 mm (0.003 in) and are not recessed
below the level of the cylinder head face more than
0.025 m m (0.001 in).

17. If the injector shroud is damaged using a 13 mm
(1.05 in) t~allbearing and drift, drift the shroud out
towards the injector bore.

22
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Fitting shrouds

18. Thoroughly clean out the combustion chamber.
Thc hole in the side of the injector shroud is for
manufacturing purposes only bur at the same time
can be used as a guide when rcfitting the shroud.
19. Turn the cylinder head lace down. Smear a little oil
on the shroud and insert into the cylinder head with
the hole pointing towards the centre of the cylinder
hcad, and drift into position.
54
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22. Check the valve guides lor wcar by inserting a new
valve in the appropriate guide 8 mm above the
seat. If movement across the head exceeds 0,15
mm (0.006 in) renew the guide.
23. Inspect the valves and discard any that arc burnt,
bent or distorted. Check the stems for wear by
inserting a new guide. !f *Area: is exces>;i.,re,discard
the valve. Valve faces that are pitted or ridged but
otherwise serviceable may be refaced.
24. Renew push rods that are bent or have worn or
scored ball o r socket ends.

f-:.
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Whilst this is rarely neccssary the procedure is
nevertheless as follows:
25. Using an 8 mni taper tap, cut a thread 30 mm
(1,2 in) deep in the combustion face end of the
tube to be removed.
26. Screw an appropriate bolt into the tube and press
out the tube as illustrated.
27. Smear both ends of a new tube with silicone rubber
sealant ancl press i t into the cylinder head.

ST1444M

Renew valve guides

I

,

28. Support the cylinder head, combustion chamber
uppermost on pieces of timber of sufficient
thickness to allow clearance for the valve guides to
be driven out.
29. Using special drift 274400 for inlet guides and
274401 for exhaust guides or suitable alternatives
drive out the old guides from the combustion face
side.

12

chambers face downwards. Since the inlet and
exhaust valve guides are dimensionally different it
is important that the correct-guides are fitted to the
appropriate ports.
31. Lubricate ncw guides with engine oil and using
special drift 600959 for the exhaust and 601508 for
the inlet valve guides or suitable alternatives, drive
in the n e w guides until the shoulder is flush with
the casting.

Reface cylinder head valve seats

32. Damaged or worn valve seats can be refaced
provided they are not abnormally wide due to
repeated refacing operations. See instruction 43.
I

-

-

A
I

B

I
C

A. Correctly seated valve

B. Undesirable condition
C. Method of rectification
,.’. ”.
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33. The special set of hand tools recommended for
refacing include expandable pilots that fit tightly
into new or worn guides to ensure that the valve
seat is concentric with valve guide. The refacing
tool has tungsten carbide cutters and can be used to
cut a seat in a new exhaust seat insert.
34. Select the correct expandable collet for the valvc
guide concerned i.e. 8 mm for inlet guides and 8,5
mm for exhaust.
35. Loosely assemble the collet, expander and nuts.
Ensure that the chamfered end of the expander is
towards the collet.

38. Use cutter MS 621 and ensure that the cutter
blades are correctly fitted to the cutter head with
the angled end of t h e blade downwards facing the
work, as illustrated. Check that the cutter blades
are adjusted so that the middle of thc blade
contacts the area of material to be cut. Use thc key
provided i n the hand set MS 76.

ST1440 M
ST1439M

36. Insert thc assembled pilot into the valve guide lrom
the combustion face side of t h e cylinder head until
the shoulder contacts the valve guide and the whole
of the collet is inside the valve guide.
37. Expand the collet i n the guide by turning the
tommy bar clockwise whilst holding the knurled
nut.

36

39. Fit the wrcnch to the culter head and turn
clockwise using only very light pressure. Continue
cutting to approximatcly t h c centre of the existing
seat.

I

40. To check the effectiveness of the cutting opcration
use engineers’ blue or a feelcr gauge maclc from
ceilophane.
41. Smear a m a l l quantity of cngineers’ blue round thc
valve seat and revolve 11 properly ground valve
against the seat. A continuous fine line should
appear round the valve. If there is a gap of not
more thar !2mni it can be corrected by lapping.
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42. Alternatively, insert a strip of cellophane between
the valve and seat, hold the valve down by the stein
and slowly pull out the cellophane. If there is drag
the seal is satisfactory in that spot. Repeat this in at
least eight placcs. Lapping-in will correct a small
open spot.
43. After several trueing-up or lapping-in operations
valve seats may have an excessive width which can
be reduced by obtaining special correction cutters
which narrow the seat by removing metal from the
top and bottom of the seat. A 60" cutter is
recommended for bottom narrowing and for top
narrowing use a 30" cutter.

\
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Renew inlet and exhaust seat inserts

ST691 M

44. Hold the cylinder head firmly in a vice, wear
protective goggles and grind the old insert away
until thin enough to be cracked and prised out.
Take care not to damage the insert pocket.
45. Remove any burrs and swarf from the pocket.
Failure to do this could cause the new insert to
crack when being fitted.
36. Assemble the new exhaust insert to the replacer
tool number 530625 so that the chamfered edge of
the insert is leading. Using a suitable bolt and nut
draw the insert into the cylindcr head pocket.
47. Since no tool is available for the inlet scat, use a
suitable adaptor to press-in the new seat. Cut a new
45" seat using cutter MS 621.

Inlet valve seat face -45" + %"
Exhaust valve seat facc -45" + %"

Inlet valve face -45" - %"
Exhaust valvc face -45" - %"
Lap-in valves

49. To ensure a gas tight scal betwccn thc valvc facc
and valve seat it is ncccssary to lap-in the
appropriatc valve to its seal. It is essential to keep
the valve idcntificd with its seat once the lapping-in
opcration has bccn completed.
50. Unless the faces to bc lappcd are in poor condition
it should only be necessary to usc fine valve lapping
paste. Smear a m a l l quantity of paste on the valve
face and lubricate the valve stem with engine oil.
51. Insert the valve in t h e appropriatc guide and using
a suction type valve lapping tool employ a light
reciprocating action while occasionally lifting the
valve off its seat and turning i t so that the valvc
returns to a different position on the seat.

Reface valve seats
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48. Valves that are satisfactory for further service can
be refaced. This operation should be carried out
using a valve grinding machine. Only the minimum
of material should be removed from the valve face
to avoid thinning of t h e valve edge. The valve is
refaced correctly when all pits are removed and t h e
face concentric with the stem.
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52. Continue the operation until a continuous matt
grey band round the valve face is obtained. To
check that the lapping operation is successful, wipe
off the valve paste from the valvc and seat and
make a scries of pencil lines across the valvc face.
Insert the valve into the guide and while pressing
the valve onto t h e seat rcvolve the valve a quarter
turn a few times. If all the pencil lincs are cut
through no further lapping is required.
53. Wash all traces of grinding paste from the valves
and cylinder head seats.
Assembly valves to cylinder head

.

54. Insert the inlet valves into the guides and fit new oil
h plain exterior. Ensure that the seal
seals ~ i t the
locates i n the groove in the valve guide.
55. Insert the exhaust valves and fit the oil seals with
the ste?ped exterior. They are largcr than thc inlet
valve scals.
56. Fit the doublc valve spring and cup to each valvc in
turn arid using valve spring compressor, 276102 or
a suitable alternative, secure the assembly with the
multi-groove butting cotters.

56
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59. Examine the rocker shaft for wear and discard if
the bearing surfacc is worn more than 0,025 mm
(0.001 in).
60. Inspect t h e rockers and discard if the pads arc
worn. It is not permissible to grind pads in an
attempt to reclaim the rockers.
61. Renew bushes if the clearance betwecn shaft and
bush is in excess of 0,101 to 0,127 m m (0.004 to
0.005 in).
62. Press in replacements ensuring that thc prc-drilled
oil holes coincide with the holes in t h e rockers.
The following cross section o f a rocker shows thc
oil drillings.

54
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OVERHAIJL ROCKER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
Dismantle and inspection
57. Remo*:e the locating screw and washer from thc
number two rocker bracket and withdraw all the
componcnts from the rocker shalt.
58. Remove t h e locknuts and adjustment screw5 from
t h e rockers.
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63. Using a A4 reamcr 133 nim + 0,2 mm (0.530 in +
0.001 in) finish the bushes and clear swarf from the
oil holes.
64. Examine the ball-end of t h e adjusting screws and
discard any that are worn. Regrinding is not
permissable. Check the thrcads for damage and
that the oil relief drilling is clear.
Assemble rocker shaft assembly

65. Check that thc oil-ways in t h e rocker shaft are clcar
and fit number two rocker shaft bracket to the shaft
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2.50 LITRE DIESEL ENGINE
66. Using new spacers and springs, assemble the
rockers and brackets to the shaft as illustrated,
ensuring that the rockers move freely on thc shaft.
Note th.jt double spacers are fitted each side of the
centre pedestal.
67. Fit the tappet adjustment screws and lock nuts to
the rockers.
68. Invert the rocker assembly and locate it on the
rocker cover to prevent it falling apart. Place the
reconditioncd cylinder head and rocker assembly
to one side ready for fitting to the engine.

Si1432M

REMOVE AND OVERHAUL THE FLYWHEEL
1. Remove the flywheel retaining bolts and withdraw
the flywheel and reinforcing plate.
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2. Wear or scores on the flywheel clutch face can be
corrected by machining provided that the overall
width of t h e flywheel is not rcduccd bclow
36,96 mm (1.453 in).
3. Check that the flywhccl has not been previously
machined.
4. Examine the ring gear teeth and if chipped or worn
thc gcar can be renewed.
Reface the flywheel

.
,

5. Remove the clutch location dowels.
6 . Machine thc flywheel over the complete clutch face
removing only thc minimum niaterial necessary to
achieve a smooth flat surface parallel with the
crankshaft mating face and within the above width
dimensions and fit new dowels.
Renew the ring gear

7. Drill a 8,O mm (& in) hole betwecn the root of any
two teeth and the inner diametcr of the starter ring
decp enough to weaken the ring. Do not allow the
drill to enter the flywheel.
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8. Secure the flywheel in a soft jawed vice and cover it
with a cloth to protect one from personal injury.
Place a cold chisel above the drilled hole and strike
it sharply to split the ring gear.

Dismantle oil pump

\
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9. Heat the new ring gear uniformally to between
225°C and 250°C but do not exceed the higher
figure.
10. Place thc flywheel, clutch face down, on a flat
surface and locate the heated flywheel with the
square cdge of teeth downward towards the
flywheel clutch face and chamfered edge of the
teeth uppermost.
1I . Press the starter ring firmly against the flange until
the ring contracts sufficiently to grip the flywheel.
Allow the ring gear to cool naturally. Do not
hasten cooling in anyway.

3 Bend back the lock wa\her and release the n u t
securing the strainer to the oil pump body and
remove the strainer and sealing ring.
4. Remove four bolts and washers and l i f t off the oil
pump cover and lift out the driven and idler gears.
(a) driven gear
(b) idlcr gear

10
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REMOVE AND OVERHAUL OIL PUMP - Early type
1. Remove the sump.
2. Bend back the lock washers and remove the two
bolts securing the oil pump to the crankcase.
Withdraw thc oil pump complete with strainer and
oil pump drive shaft.
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5. Remove t h e oil pressure relief valve plug and

,-.

sealing washer. Withdraw the relief valve spring,
plunger and ball.
NOTE: Later pumps have ten toothed gears and no
relief valve ball.
Overhaul the oil pump

6. Examine the gears for wear, scores and pits. If the
gears appear serviceable check for end-float as
fo1I0ws :
7. Clean t h e pump body and assemble the gears.
Place a straight edge across [he pump body face, as
illustrated, and using a feeler gauge, measure the
clearance between the body and gears. The correct
clearances are as follows:
8. Idler gear 0,07 to 0,015 mm (0.003 to 0.006 in).
9. Driven gear 0,05 to 0,12 mm (0 002 to 0.005 in).

10. Gears must be renewed in pairs. A worn, but
serviceable gear, must not be matched with a new
one.
11. If necessary renew idler gear spindle by drilling-out
the peened over end of the spindle so that t h e
spindle can be withdrawn from the pump body. To
ensure squareness when fitting the new spindle,
assemble it into t h e pump body with the two gears.
Fit the cover and secure with the four bolts.
Support the pump body and peen over the end of
the new spindle. Remove the cover and gears and
check security of the spindle.
12. If worn, remove the idler gear bush and press in a
replacement. Drill the lubrication hole 3.17 mm
(0.125 in) and ream the bush to 12,7 m m (0.500 in)
diameter.

.. .
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13. A scored ball valve seat can be restored by using a
locally made lapping tool by silver soldering a new
ball (part number 3748) onto a length of suitable
tube.
14. Install the tube in a drill and lap-in using coarse
grinding paste. Finally hand-lap the seat with fine
paste using the same diabalo method as for lapping
valves.
15. Thoroughly wash the pump body to rcmovc all
traces of grinding paste.

4
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Assemble the oil pump

i6. Fit the idler gear to the spindie.
17. Fit the driven gear with plain part of the bore
uppermost. See illustration after instruction 9.
18. Smear t h e joint face of the body with jointing
compound and f i t the cover over the dowels and
the strainer bracket and secure with the four bolts
and spring washers.
19. Hold relief valve bore vertically and insert the ball
followed by the plunger with the ball seat end first.
Fit t h e spring, sealing washer and plug.
20. Fit the oil strainer sealing ring to the pump body
followed by the lock washer and strainer. Tighten
the strainer retaining nut so that when fitted the
strainer is positioned parallel to the sump baffle
plate. Secure the n u t with the lock washer tab.
21. Secure the lower end of the bracket to the strainer
with the single bolt, spring and plain washer.
61
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REMOVE AND OVERHAUL OIL PUMF -Later Type
I . Remove the sump.
2. Bend back the lock washers and remove the two
bolts securing the oil pump to the crankcase.
Withdraw the oil pump complete with strainer and
oil pump drive shaft.

Dismantle oil pump
3. Bend back the lock washer and release the nut
securing the strainer to the oil pump body and
remove the strainer and scaling ring.
4. Remove four bolts and washers and lift off the oil
pump cover and lift out the driven and idler gears.
(a) driven gear
(b) idler gear
5 . Remove the oil pressure relief valve plug and
sealing washer. Withdraw the relief valve spring
and plunger.

Overhaul the oil pump

6. Examine the gears for wear, scores and pits. If the
gears appear serviceable check far end-float as
follows:
7. Clean the pump body and assemblc the gears.
Place a straight edge across the pump body face, as
illustrated, and using a feeler gauge, measure the
clearance bctween the body and gears. The correct
clearances arc given in the Data section 05 book
one.

7
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8. Gears must be renewed in pairs. A worn, but
serviceable gear, must not be matched with a new
one.
9. If necessary renew idler gear spindle by drilling-out
the peened over end of t h e spindle so that the
spindle can brt withdrawn from !he pump hody. To
ensure squareness when fitting the new spindle,
assemble it into the pump body with the two gears.
Fit the cover and seclire with four bolts. Support
t h e pump body and peen over the end of the new
spindle. Remove t h e cover and gears and check
security of the spindle.
continued
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Assemble the oil pump

REMOVE TIMING BELT, PULLEYS AND COVERS

10. Fit the idler gear to the spindle.
11. Fit thc driven gear with plain part of the bore
uppermost.

Remove front cover
1. Remove the four bolts and remove the front cover
vent and wading plug bracket, gauze and gasket.
2. Remove nine timing cover bolts, but do not
withdraw centre bolt from the cover since there i s a
fibre washer on the bolt behind the cover. Remove
the cover and joint washer and retrieve the fibre
was her.
3. Prise out the crankshaft seal.

Remove timing belt and pulleys

ST1637M

12. Smear the .joint face of the body with jointing
compound and fit the cover over the dowels and
sccurc with the four bolts and spring washers.
13. Hold relief valve bore vertically and insert the
plunger with the solid cnd first. Fit the spring,
sealing washer and plug.
14. Fit the oil strainer sealing ring to the pump body
followed by t h e lock washer and strainer. Tighten
the strainer retaining nut so that whcn fitted the
strainer is positioned parallel t o the sump baffle
plate. Secure the nut with the lock washer tab.

4. Slacken and remove t h e camshaft retaining bolt,
special washer and ‘0’rings.
5. Slacken and remove the distributor pump timing
pulley n u t .
6. Slacken the belt tensioner clamp nuts and remove
the belt. Remove the clamp n u t and withdraw the
tensioner assembly.
7. Use the centre part of special tool 18G145711 as
illustrated, and withdraw the distributor pump
pulley.

ST1456M
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8. Use special puller tool 18G1464/2/6, as illustrated
and withdraw the camshaft pulley.
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9. Withdraw t h e crankshaft pulley using complete
tool 18G1464/2 and button 18G1464/5.

1
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Remove distributor pump (D.P.S. Pump)

-

10. Remove the high and low pressure pipes from the
D.P.S. pump and injectors. (If not already
removed) and cover, not plug, the ports.
11. Disconnect the pump operating link from the lever
on the bracket. (If not already removed).
12. Remove the nut and bolt securing the rear of the
pump to thc support bracket.
13. Remove the three nuts retaining the pump to the
front cover and withdraw the pump and joint
washer.

KEY TO TIMING GEAR AND COVER ASSEMBLY

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fan blades
Spacer
Fan pulley
Special bolt - Later engines, starter dog early
engines.
5 . Crankshaft pulley
6. Wading plug
7. Timing cover vent
8. Inspection cover
9. Front cover plate
10. Front cover plate oil scal
11. Water pump
12. Water pump joint washer
13. Cover
14. Timing belt
15. D.P.S. pump pulley
16. Camshaft pulley
17. Jockey pulley (tcnsioner)
16. Coolant gallery joint washer
19. Front cover to cylinder block joint washer
20. Front cover plate joint washcr
21. Camshaft front cover oil seal
22. Crankshaft cover oil seal
23. Triangular joint washer
24. Fibre washer

REMOVE TAPPETS, ROLLERS AND GUIDES
1. Remove the eight tappet guide locating bolts from
the right-hand side of the cylinder block.

CAUTION: Do not remove the tappet guides before
the rollers otherwise the rollers may fall behind the
camshaft.

2. Using long nosed pliers or a suitable bent length of
wire lift out t h e tappet slides and identify them with
their respectivc guides for possible refitting.

14. Remove the retaining bolts and remove the front
cover and gaskets from the cylinder block. Prise
out the old oil seals.
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3. Lift out the tappet rollers and mark the side facing
the front of the engine for possible reassembly.
4. Lift out the
guides and retain w i t h t h e i r
respective slides and rollcrs. If the guides are
difficult to remove use special tool 530101A.
5 . Carcfully examine all parts and discard any that are
worn or damaged.

Examine
4. Inspect the components for wear and damage and
renew as necessary.
5 . To check thc rotor to body clearance, f i t the rotor
to the body and with feeler gauges measure the
clearance at the narrow point between the rotor
and body. The correct clearance is 0,05 mm
(0.002 in).
6. Check the clearance between the rotor and end
plate by placing a straight across the body and with
feeler gauges measure the clearance between the
straight edge and rotor. The correct clearance
should be 0,lO to 0,12 mm (0.004 to 0.005 in).

Assemble

7. Fit t h e rotor blades to t h e rotor with thc radius
outwards and insert thc rotor into the body.
8. Place a new ‘0’ring seal i n position in the body
groove and fit t h e end platc and sccure with the
four bo 1t s tight en i n g eve n I y .
9. When fitting pump to engine use a new joint
washer and ensure that t h e drive slot fits correctly
over the coupling drivc pin.
ST699M

REMOVE AND
COUPLING

OVERHAUL

SKEW

GEAR

REMOVE ANI) OVERHAUL VACUUM PUMP

The coupling can be overhauled without separating i t
from the skew gear.

Dismantle

Remove skew gear assembly

1 . Reniove the pump from the engine.
2. Remove the four bolts securing the end plate and
withdraw the end plate and ‘0’ ring seal.
3. Tap the shaft-end of the rotor t o remove it from the

pump body.

1. Remove the oil filter housing complete with filter
and joint washer.
2. Remove the skew gear bush locating screw.
3. Using long-nosed pliers l i f t out thc skew gear
assembly.
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Dismantle

4. With circlip pliers remove t h e retaining circlip.
5 . Withdraw the seal collar and remove the inner and
outer seals.
6. Remove the lower circlip and withdraw the sleeve.
Assemble

7. Reassemble the coupling with a n y new parts
necessary ensuring that the sleeve fits correctly
over the lower cross-pin and secure with the circlip.
8. Lubricate and fit new seals to the collar and insert
into the coupling and retain with the circlip. Make
sure that the seals are properly located since
damaged or misplaced seals could cause reduced
engine oil pressure.

.'
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RENEW SKEW GEAR COUPLING
Dismantle

1. Position the skew gcar and coupling assembly in a
press and support it, as illustratcd, with 18G705-1A
or suitable metal bars.
2. Insert a suitable mandrel betwccn the press ram
and end of the coupling shaft and press out the
coupling from the skew gear.

REMOVE THE CAMSHAFT
1. Since the camshaft sprocket has already been
removed, remove the two bolts and the camshaft
thrust plate and carefully withdraw the camshaft.

-

.
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Inspect the camshaft
2. Discard the canishaft if any of the following visual
defects are evident. Scored, w o r n , pitted or
chipped cams. Worn, corroded and discoloured
journals. Worn and chipped gear teeth.

Fit new coupling to skew gear
3. Dismantle the new coupling, as described in
'Coupling Ovet-ha~il'.This is necessary, sincc in thc
assembled condition there is no suitable surface for
the press tool to bear upon.
NOTE: See 2.5 litre petrol engine supplement for
details of the latest skew gear bush retension.
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4 Dismantle also the old coupling and use the sleeve
to manufacture a suitable press tool. Use a round
section file to increase the depth of t h e cross-pin
slot so that i t will not bear upon the cross-pin when
used to press in the new coupling. Weld a suitable
length of steel bar or tube to the sleeve to complete
the tool.
5 . Fill the annular groove round the splines of the
coupling with silicone rubber sealant.
6 . Assemble the skew gear and coupling with the
manufactured press tool in position inside the
coupling a n d place under the press and slowly press
in the new coupling. Clean o f f surplus sealant and
swarf from the internal splines of the skew gear.

REMOVE THE CONNECTING-RODS AND PISTONS

During the following instructions it is important that all
components are kept in related sets and the pistons are
identified with their respective bores.
1. Turn the crankshaft to bring the connecting-rod
caps to an accessible position and remove each cap
and lower shell in turn. Note that the connectingrod caps arc numbered one to four.

2. Push each piston assembly up the bore and
withdraw from the cylinder block. Assemble the
caps and shells to the connecting-rods and place to
one side for inspection with the cylindcr block at a
later stage.
REMOVE AND INSPECT CRANKSHAFT

1. Remove the eight bolts securing the flywheel
housing to the cylinder block and remove the
housing and rear main bearing oil seal, and ‘0’
ring.
The ‘0’ring has been deleted o n later engincs.

7. Reassemble the new coupling as described under
‘Coup1i ng Overhaul ’ .

ST7 1 8M
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2. Remove the main bear~ngcaps and shells and lift
out the crankshaft. Collect the bearing shells from
the bearing saddles and the thrust washers from the
centre saddle.

-ST719M
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EXAMINE AND OVERHAUL THE CYLINDER
BLOCK

1. Remove the four jet tubes, see Engine assembly
for illustrations and details.
Degreasc the cylinder block and carry out a
thorough visual cxamination checking for cracks
and damage. To check the main bearing caps and
saddles for distortion. Fit the main bearing cap
without bearing shclls and tighten to the correct
torque. Slacken and remove the bolt on one side of
each bearing cap and check with a feeler gauge that
no clearance exists at the joint face between thc
cap and saddle.

>,J
v

3. Degrease t h e crankshaft and clear out the oil ways,
which can become clogged after long service.
4. Examine visually, the crankpins and main bearing
journals, for obvious wear, scorcs, grooves and
overheating. A decision at this stage should be
made as to whether the condition of the shaft is
worth continuing with more detailcd examination.
5 . With a micrometer, measure and note the ovality
and taper of each main bearing journal and
crankpin as follows:
6. Ovality - Taketwo readings at right angles to each
other at various intervals.
The maximum ovality must not exceed 0,040 mm
(0.0015 in).
7. Taper - Take two readings parallcl to each other
at both ends of the main bearing journal and
crankpin.
The maximum permissable taper must not cxcccd
0,025 mm (0.001 in).
8. To check for straightness, support thc front and
rear main bearing journals in ‘V’ blocks and
position a dial indicator to check the run-out at the
centre main bearing journal. Run-out must not
exceed 0,076 mm (0.003 in) taking into account
any ovality in the centre journal.
The overall allowable wear limit should not exceed
0,114 mm (0.0045 in) for main bearing journals
and 0,088 mm (0.0035 in) for crankpins.
A crankshaft worn beyond the limits of maximum
taper, ovality and overall wear can be ground to
0.25 mm (0.010 in) undcr size.
NOTE: Fer regrindhg inf3r1m?icr.see page 8 2.25
litre petrol and Diesel engine overhaul.

Inspect cylinder bores

2. Measure t h e cylindcr borcs for ovality, taper and
general wear, using any suitable equipment.
However, an inside micrometer is best for checking
ovality and a cylinder gauge for taper.
3. Check the ovality of each bore by taking
measurement at the top of the cylinder just below
t h e ridge at two points diametrically opposite. The
difference between the two figurcs is t h e ovality of
the top of the bore. Similar measurements should
be made approximatcly 50 mm (2.0 in) up from the
bottom of the bore $0 that t h e overall ovality may
be determined.
4. Thc taper of each cylinder is dctermined by taking
measurements at the top and bottom of each bore
at right angles to the gudgeon pin linc. The
difference between the two measurements is the
taper.
5. To establish maximum overall bore wear, take
measurements at as many points possible down the
bores at right angles to the gudgeon pin line. The
largest recorded figure is the maximum wear and
should be compared with the original diameter of
the cylinder bore.
Maximum permissible ovality 0,127 mm (0.005 in).
Maximum permissible taper 0,254 mm (0.010 in).
Maximum pcrmissiblc overall wear 0,177 mm
(0.007 in).
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If the above figures are exceeded the cylinders
must be rebored or sleeved depending upon the
general condition of the bores and amount of wear.
Alternatively, if the overall wear, taper and ovality
arc wcll within t h e acceptable limits and the
original pistons are serviceable new piston rings
may be fitted. It is important however, that t h e
bores arc deglazed, with a hone, to give a crosshatched finish to provide a seating for the new
rings. It is vital to thoroughly wash the bores
afterwards to remove all traces of abrasive
material.
inspect camshaft bearings

6. Measure thc internal diameter of each camshaft
bearing at several points using an internal
micrometer. A comparison of the bearing
diameters with those of the respective camshaft
journals will give the amount of clearance. The
bcarings should be renewed if the clearance
exceeds 0,0508 mm (0.002 i n ) . Or, in any event, if
they are scored or pitted. This work should only be
entrusted to line boring specialists.

~~

12. Press the sleeves squarely into the bore using a
pressure of two to three tons. Excessive pressure
could damage the sleeve and cylinder block. The
sleeves must not be proud of the cylinder block top
face or more than 2,54 mm ( 0 , l O in) below the
surface.
13. Bore and hone the sleeves to accommodate the
pistons with the required clearances, see piston and
connecting-rod examination.
PISTON AND CONNECTING-ROD INSPECTION

The following checks relating to pistons and rings must
also be carried out prior to fitting new pistons to
rebored and sleeved cylinder blocks.
Until it is decided if new components are required all
parts must be kept in their related sets and the position
of each piston to its connecting-rod should be noted.
1. Remove the piston rings and gudgeon pin from
each piston and detach the connecting-rod.

Check crankcase main bearings

7. Discard scored, pitted, cracked and worn bearing
shells.
8. To determine the maximum wear, assemble the
main bearing shells and caps to the crankcase and
tighten the bolts to the corrcct torque figure.
9. Using a n inside micrometer, measure each bearing
at several points and note the greatest figure. The
maximum wear is the difference between this
figure and the smallest diameter of t h e
corresponding crankshaft journal. The main
bearing running clearance is in the data section.
10. The bearing clearances may also be determined by
using ‘Plastigauge’. Since this method requires the
crankshaft to be fitted to the crankcase, the
procedure is described under engine assembly.
Fit cylinder sleeves

Cylinder bores that cannot be rebored can be restored
by fitting sleeves to enable standard size pistons to be
fitted. Sleeving one cylinder only will distort the
adjaccrrt bore so sleeving must be carried out in pairs,
i.e. cylinders 1 and 2 or 3 and 4.
11. M2chine the cylinder bores to accept the sleeves to
94,425 + 0,012 mm (3.7175 + 0.0005 i n ) . This will
givc the sleeve a 0,076 to 0 , I14 mm (0.003 to
!!.!!!!45 in) interference fit.
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2. Original pistons - Decarbonise and degreasc all
components and carry out a visual examination of
the pistons and rings and discard any which art‘
u n se rv i cea b I e. Pis tons w h ic h appe it r service ab I e
should be subjected to a more detailed
examination described under ‘New Pistons’.
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3. New Pistons - Original pistons fitted to new
engines at t h e factory are specially graded to
facilitate assembly. The grade letter on the piston
crown should be ignored when ordering new
pistons. Genuine Land Rover service standard size
pistons are supplied 0,025 mm (0.001 in) oversize
to allow for production tolerances on new engines.
When fitting new pistons to a standard size cylinder
block the bores must be honed to accommodate the
pistons with the correct clearances. In addition
Land Rover pistons are available 0 5 0 and 1,Ol m m
(0.020 and 0.040 in) oversize for fitting to rebored
cylinder blocks.
Clearance limits for new standard size pistons in a
standard cylinder bore measured at right angles to
the gudgeon pin are in the “General specification
data” section.
When taking the following measurements the
cylinder block and pistons must be a t the same
temperature to ensure accuracy.
3 . Using a suitable micrometer measure the pistons at
the bottom of the skirt at right angles to the
gudgeon pin.
5. With an inside micrometer or cylinder gauge
measure the diameter of the bore at approximately
half-way down and note the reading.
6. The clearance is determined by subtracting the
piston diameter from the bore diameter.

7 . If garige equipment is not available the clearance
can be assessed by placing a long, suitably sized,
feeler gauge down the thrust side of the bore and
inserting the appropriate piston, ‘upside down’, in
the bore and position it with the gudgeon pin
parallel to the crankshaft axis. Push the piston
down the bore and stop at the tightest point and
whilst holding the piston still, slowly withdraw the
feeler gauge. If a steady resistance of
approximately 2,s kg (6 Ibs) is felt, the clearance is
satisfactory.

7
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Inspect piston rings

Normally when an engine is being overhauled the
piston rings are discarded unless the pistons have been
removed for a different purpose and the engine has
only completed a small mileage. Before refitting the
piston the rings should be examined for wear and
damage. In addition the rings must be checked for side
clearance in the pistons and gap in the bores. The latter
two checks must be made when fitting new rings to new
and used pistons.
8. Check gap When chccking the ring gap in worn
bores, but are neverthclcss within the acceptable
taper and ovality limits, the ring must be inserted
squarely into the bottom of the bore at the lowest
point of the piston travel. To ensure squareness of
the ring push the ring down the bore to the correct
position with a piston. With newly machincd bores,
the ring may be inserted squarcly into any position
in the bore.
9. Using an appropriate feeler guage check the gaps
of all the rings, in turn, including the oil control
ring assembly.
The correct gaps are listed in the Data Section. If
any gap is less than that specified, remove thc ring,
and file the ends squarc, whilst holding the ring in a
filing jig or vice. Should any gap be excessively
wide and not likely to close-up to within the
specified limits when hot, an ovcrsizc ring shou!d
be fitted.
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Check piston ring side clearance

Connecting-rod inspection

10. It is important that clearances are correct. Rings
that are too tight will bind when hot, imparing the
radial pressure causing possible loss of
comprcssion. Excessive clearancc will allow the
rings to rock in the grooves and the resulting
pumping action could cause excessive oil
consumption and eventually broken rings.
11. Fit the oil control ring to t h e bottom groove. Fit the
unpolished compression ring with the word ‘TOP’
uppermost to the second groove. Insert the
polished chrome ring with an internal chamfer and
the word ‘TOP’ uppermost to the top groove.
12. Alter fitting each ring, roll it round the piston
groove 10 ensure that i t is free and does not bind.
13. Using an appropriate feeler gauge check the
clearance betwcen the rings and piston grooves.
Clcarances in excess of 0,012 to 0,152 mm (0.004 t o
0.006 in) are unacceptable and the ring and or the
pistons should be renewed.

16. Check the connecting-rods and caps for distortion
as follows; fit the correct cap, less the bearing
shells, to each connecting-rod as denoted by the
number stanipcd near the joint faces. This number
also indicates the crankshaft journal to which it
must be fitted.
17. Tighten the nuts to the correct torque and release
the nut on one side only. Check, with a feeler
gauge, that no clearance exists between the joint
faces. If there is a gap the connecting-rod is
distorted and should be renewed.

Compression rings - 0,06 to 0,011 mm (0.0025 to
0.0045 in).
Oil control ring - 0,038 to 0,064 m m (0.0015 to
0.0025 in).
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Inspect gudgeon pins

14. Check the gudgeon pin for wcar, cracks, scores and
overheat i n g .
15. The gudgeon pin fit in the piston must be tight push
fit at a lcmperature of 68°F (20°C). Chcck the
gudgeon pin for ovality and taper using a
micrometer.

18. Use an accurate connccting-rod alignment gauge to
check thc rods for bend and twist. The maximum
allowable for both conditions must not exceed
0,127 m m (0.005 in).
19. Examinc and check the small-end bush for wear. If
necessary rcnew the bush. The correct clearance of
the gudgeon pin in the small-end bush is given in
“Gencral specification data”.
20. When rcnewing a bush ensure that the oil hole in
the bush lines up with the hole in the connectingrod. Finish the bush to the correct size and
clearance.
21. Connecting-rod bearings that are worn, pitted,
scored and show signs of ovcrheating must be
discarded. If more than one of the bearings show
these signs they must all bc rcncwed. When fitting
new o r used bearings to serviceablc crankpins the
clearances must be checked.

!f-.U

Connecting-rod bearing nip and clearance

New bcaring halves are supplied with a protective
coating and must be degreased before fitting.
22. Fit the bearing halves to the connecting-rod and
cap and secure the assembly with the correct
torque. Slacken the nut on one side only and check
the clearance between the joint faces with a feeler
gauge.

f>:,
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The clearance should be between 0,lO and
0,20 mm (0.004 and 0.008 in). The bearing nip can
be adjusted by the selective assembly of the
bearing shells which are available in slightly
varying thickncsscs. Do not file or machine the
caps o r rods to vary t h e bearing nip. Make a final
check to prove the clearance by inserting a 0,063
(0.0025 in) shim paper between the crankpin and
one half of the bearing and tightening to the correct
torque. The connecting-rod should resist rotation
and move freely with the shim paper removed.
As an alternative, the bearing clearances can be
determined by using ‘Plastigauge’ which consists of
a thin piece of plastic material a few hundreds of a
millimeter or thousands of an inch in diameter.
When the material is flattened by being squeezed
between the bearing and crankpin the width of the
plastic is measured by a scale gauge which indicates
the clearance.
23. Wipe any oil from the crankpins and place a piece
of ‘Plastigauge’ across the centre o f the bearing in
the connecting-rod cap. Assemble the rod to the
appropriate crankpin and tighten to the correct
torque. Do not rotate thc connecting-rod or
crankshaft during this operation.
24. Remove the connecting-rod cap and bearing shell
and using the scale supplied measure thc flattened
‘Plastigauge’ a t its widest point. The graduation
that most closely corresponds to the width ol’ the
‘Plastigauge’ indicates the bearing clcarance.
The correct clearance with new or overhauled
components is 0,019 to 0,063 mm (0.0007 to
0.0025 i n ) .
25. Wipe off the ‘Plastigauge’ with an oily rag. Do not
scrape off otherwise it may damage the crankpins.

1121

Connecting-rod end-float

26. Fit the connecting-rods complete with bearings to
their respective crankpins. Move the connectingrod to one side and check the clearance, with a
feeler, on the opposite side. The correct clearance
is between 0,20 and 0,30 mm (0.007 and 0.012 in).

Assemble pistons to connecting-rods

27. The piston must be assembled with the point of the
LV’,on thc piston crown, on the same side as the
bearing shell location slots in the connecting-rod.
28. Inscrt a circlip in one side of the gudgeon pin boss
and assemble the piston to the connecting-rod with
the gudgeon pin. Secure the assembly with a circlip
on the opposite side of the piston.

23

ST 1448 M
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ASSEMBLE JET TUBES TO CYLINDER BLOCK

FIT CRANKSHAFT

Oil jet tubes arc fitted to lubricate the pistons and bores
directly from thc main oil gallery.
1. The jet iubes are 'Handed' and can only be fitted
one way. It is important to note that the jet
retaining 'bolt' contains a non-return valve and
therefore on no account must an ordinary bolt be
used.
2. Clean the recess in the cylinder block using an air
line, i f available, to remove any swarf.
3. Assemble and fit t h e jet tube assemblies as
illustrated ensuring that the pegs locate in the holes
in the cylinder block, and that the larger diameter
washer fits under the bolt head.
4 Before tightening the retaining bolts ensure that
the small squirt pipes d o not foul the crankshaft or
pistons. Firmly tap t h e jet tube assemblies down
onto the cylinder block, thus ensuring t h a t the
locating dowel is fully home and avoiding any
sideways distortion on the retaining bolt. Use ;I
tube slightly larger than the bolt head. The old bolt
should be discarded and a new bolt fitted.
5 Whcn thc crankshaft and pistons have been fitted
slowly turn the crankshaft and check that no
fouling occurs.
A . Early Type B. Latest Assembly.

Main bearing nip and clearance

New main bearing halves are supplied with a protective
coating and must be degreased before fitting.
1. Fit the bearing halves in t h e crankcase saddles and
caps and secure the caps to the crankcase and
tighten to the correct torque. Slacken the bolts on
one side of the caps only and, with a feeler gauge,
check the gap between the joint faces. The
clearance or nip must be within 0.10 to 0,15 m m
(0.004 to 0.006 i n ) . The bearing nip can be
adjusted by selective assembly of the bearing
halves available in varying thicknesses. Do not file
or machine the caps or saddles to achieve thc
correct clearance. Note that thc rcar main bearings
are wider than the rcmaining four.
2. To make a f i n d check that the clearance is correct.
leave the bearing halvcs in the crankcase saddles
and carefully lower the crankshaft into position.
Check each bearing in turn by inserting a 0,063 mni
(0.0025 in) shim papcr between the bearing cap
and crankshaft journal and tighten the bolts to the
correct torque. If the clearance is correct, thcrc
should be a slight increase in the resistance to
rotation of the crankshaft.

As an alternative 'Plastigauge' may be used to
check the clearance in the same manner as with the
connecting-rod bearings. This material may also be
used to determine the amount of wear in used
bearings and journals.
I
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3 . Locate the crankshaft in position on the upper
bearing halves in the crankcase and wipe any oil
from the ,journals since ‘Plastigauge’ is soluble i n
oil. Place a piece of ‘Plastigauge’ across the lower
half of each crankshaft journal or lower bearing
cap she!l. Fit the cap and tighten to the correct
torque. Remove the cap and bearing and using the
scale supplied with the ‘Plastigauge’ measure the
flattened ‘Plastigauge’ at i t s widest point. The
graduation that most closely corresponds with the
width of the ‘Plastigauge’ indicates the bearing
clearance.
The correct clearance with new or overhauled
components is included in “General specification
data” section. If new bearings are being fitted use
selective assembly to obtain the correct clearance.
Wipe off, not scrape the ‘Plastigauge’ with an oily
rag from the journals or bearings.

5. Place the crankshaft in position in the crankcase
and mount a dial test indicator to read-off the end
of the crankshaft. A feeler gauge may be used
instead of an indicator.
6. Determine the end-float by moving the crankshaft
away from t h e indicator and zero the dial. Move
the crankshaft in the opposite direction and note
the indicator reading. Alternatively measure the
clearance with a feeler gauge. The end-float should
be 0,OS to 0,15 mm (0.002 to 0.006 in).
7. If adjustment is required substitute with oversize
thrust washers. Variation of thrust washer
thickness at each side of crankshaft journal must
not exceed 0,08 mm (0.003 in) to ensure t h a t the
crankshaft remains centralised.

5

Sl

Adjust crankshaft end-float
4. Lift o u t the crankshaft and !nSert 21 standard size
thrust waiher both sides of thc centre main bcarlng
saddle with the grooves towards the crankshafl.

crankshaft mrlin journals with
8. Lubricate
engine oil and fit the appropriate bearing caps and
lower shells to the crankcase with the exception of
number five main bearing. Ensure that the caps
locate proper!y o v e r the dowels. Using new bo!ts
and washers evenly tighten to the correct torque
figurc.

Fit rear main hearing cap

9. Ensure that number five main bearing cap is clean
and free from old cork seal material.
Attach the cork seal guides number 270304 to the
crankcase, as illustrated, and ensure that they are
parallcl ihc ciaiikcase edge.
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Fit rear main oil seal

T

a-

10. To prevent any cork seal material becoming
trapped between the bearing cap and crankcase,
chamfer the inner edge of the corks 0,40 to
0,80 mm(& to B in) wide as illustrated.
Immcrsc the cork seals in engine oil and fit them to
the bearing cap.

11. Fit the bearing cap and lower shell to the crankcase
and secure with new bolts and washers and tighten
to the appropriate torque.
12. To allow for shrinkage after fitting leave the cork
seals standing proud of the crankcase sump face. If
possible delay the fitting of the sump for
approximately twelve hours and leave t h e seal
protruding 2,40 mm (:& in) and then place a
o.>w mm ( % in) washer over the seal and cui off
the surplus. If it is necessary to fit the sump
immediately, trim the seals off leaving 0,80 mm
( h in) proud, that is, t h e thickness of the above
washer.
Apply Hylomar SQ32M to the protruding end of
the seals.
I
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13. Check that the crankshaft oil seal journal is
undamaged and clean. Make sure the seal housing
is clean and dry and free from burrs. Do not touch
the seal lip and ensure that the outside diameter is
clean and dry. The P.T.F.E Seal Part No. ETC
5369 which should be used is supplied with a
former to maintain the correct shape and must not
be removed until the scal is to be fitted.
14. Using special seal replacer 18G 134-1 I and wilh the
lip side leading drive-in the seal as far as the tool
allows. If the tool is not available fit thc scal to the
bottom of the housing to ensure squareness.
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Fit flywheel housing -Early engines
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16. Examine the seal guide number 18G 1344 and
repair any damage that could destroy the seal lip.
17. Lubricate the outside diameter of the seal guide
and t h e seal journal with concentrated ‘Oildag’ in a
25% solution with clean engine oil.
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18. Place the seal guide on the crankshaft flange and,
using the two dowels protruding from the cylinder
block rear face as a guide to ensure initial
squareness, fit the flywheel housing and removc
the seal guide. Secure the flywheel housing evenly
tightening the retaining bolts.

1121

Fit flywheel housing -Later engines

19. In place of the ‘0’ring seal a bead of Hylogrip 2000
sealant must be applied to the rear facc of the
flywheel housing to the dimensions and
configuration as illustrated below. The illustration
has been produced full size so that a template may
be made to facilitate the application of the sealant.
The bead should be 5 3 mm wide and 0,25 mm
thick.
20. Fit the housing following instructions 17 to 19.

-. ..
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FIT THE CONNECTING-HODS AND PISTONS

1. Turn the crankshaft to position numbers one and
four crankpins at bottom dead centrc to facilitatc
fitting thc connecting-rods.
2. When fitting the connecting-rods and pistons
ensure that t h e bolts d o not foul and damage the
crankpins. As a precaution it is recommended that
rubber or soft plastic sleeves are placed over the
threads.
3 . The connecting-rod bolts have essentric heads
which locate in a recess in the connecting-rod. It is
essential that the head of each new bolt is properly
located before tightening.
4. Stagger the compression rings so that the gaps are
equidistantly spaced round the piston but, so
arranged, that n o gap is positioned on the thrust
side of the piston i.e. opposite t h e camshaft. Turn
the oil control ring so that the gap is in line with the
gudgeon pin.
5 . Lubricate the cylinder walls, piston rings and
crankpins. Compress t h e pistons rings with a
suitable compressor tool and carefully lower the
connecting-rod into the bore ensuring that the
piston is assembled in accordance with instruction
27 under “Assemble pistons to connecting-rods”.
Also the point of thc arrow hcaded valve clearance
indentation in the piston crown, must face the
camshaft side of the engine.
6. Using a soft mallet, sharply tap the piston into the
bore so that t h e whole of thc piston is just below
the surface of t h e cylinder block.

ST1446M
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2. To check the camshaft end-float, fit t h e woodruff
key and temporarily fit the cam-shaft pulley and
mount a dial test indicator, as illustrated, so that
the stylus rests in a loaded condition upon t h e
machined face of the cylinder block. Zero the dial
and move the camshaft back and forward and note
the reading. The end-float should be within 0,06 to
0,13 mm (0.0025 to 0.0055 in). If the end-float is
outsidc these limits, fit different thrust plates until
the correct tolerance is achieved.
3 . Remove the test indicator and pulley, and secure
the thrust plate with t h e two bolts.

FIT THE SKEW GEAR
1. Lubricate and insert the skew gear and coupling
assembly into mesh with the camshaft gear. Align
the location hole in the bush and fit a new location
screw into ihc cylinder block.

FIT TAPPETS, GUIDES AND ROLLERS

1. If the same parts are being refitted ensure that they
are returned to their original positions. Ensure that
t h e tappet slides move freely i n the guides.
2. Insert the tappet guides into the cylinder block and
align the locating screw holes.
3. Fit the tappet rollcrs ensuring that they are fitted in
accordance with the marks made during removal.
N e w rollers, however, may be fitted either way
round.
4. Before fitting the tappet slidcs make sure the
oilways are clear to the tappet bearing surface, the
cross drilling and the oil feed to the push rod.
5. Insert the tappet slidcs with the word 'FRONT'
towards the front of the engine.
6 . Secure the tappet guides with NEW Micro
encapsulated scie'*s and tighten io
ccjr,-eci
torque figure. Micro encapsulated screws should
also be used on engines where the screws werc
originally wired for security.

STl674M"/
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FIT THE FLYWHEEL
1

Examine the flywheel and crankshaft mating faces
and remove any burrs or imperfections that could
prevent t h e flywheel locating correctly. Check that
the dowel is in position.
continued
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2 . Offer up the flywheel to the crankshaft and secure
with the reinforcing plate and retaining bolts.
Evenly tighten the bolts to the correct torque
figure.
3. To check the flywheel run-out, mount a dial test
indicator so that the stylus rests, in a loaded
condition, on the clutch pressurc face at a radius of
114 mm (4.5 in).
4. Turn t h e flywheel, and check that the run-out does
not exceed 0.05 to 0.07 mm (0.002 to 0.003 in).
Should the run-out be excessive, remove the
flywheel. and check again for irregularities o n
flywheel and crankshaft mating faces and dowel.

Rear cover -crankshaft seal

3 . With the lip side leading drive in the new seal using
special tool 18G 1456, until the seal is
approximately 0,5 mm below the inner face of the
cover.

ST1523M
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Front cover -camshaft seal

4. Drive in a new seal, lip side leading until flush o r
approximately 1.0 mm below the inner surface
using special tool 18G1482.

FIT TIMING
PULLEYS

FRONT

COVER,

SEALS

AND

1. Fit new cover joint, triangular gasket, and water
gallery gasket, to the cylinder block.
2. Fit and secure the rear cover with the eight bolts
refering to the chart for location of the various
length bolts (in mm).
30

continued

ST617M
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Fit distributor pump (D.P.S.)

5. Fit the camshaft front inspection cover complete
with thc D.P.S. pump rear rear support bracket.
Using a new joint washer evenly tighten the six
bolts.
6. Fit pump joint washer and loosely secure pump to
cover with the three nuts and to the rear support
bracket with the single nut and bolt. Position the
pump so that the retaining studs are midway in the
flange slots.

8

-
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Fit crankshaft timing pulley

9. Apply Loctite 518 to the pulley face as illustrated;
d o not allow sealant to contact chamfercd face.
Lightly oil the crankshaft and pulley borc and fit
the pulley, with timing dot outwards, and drive into
position using a suitable tube as a drift.

7. Fit D.P.S. pump pulley, and loosely secure with
thc nut.
ST19?1M

Fit camshaft pulley

8. Fit pulley, boss towards engine, and loosely secure
with special washer, '0' rings, plain washer and
new bolt. DO NOT drive pulley onto camshaft.
Draw pulley on with a slave 10 m m diameter
metric bolt, plain washer and nut.

ST1693M
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TIME D.P.S. PUMP AND VALVES -Early Engines

The D.P.S. pump and valves are timed using the
exhaust valve peak of number one cylinder. On early
engines the exhaust peak position is determined by the
relationship of a line, marked E.P. on the flywheel
perifery and a timing pointer on the flywheel housing.
The pointer is available under Part Number ERC 2250.
1. Turn the crankshaft in a clockwise direction until
the E.P. mark on t h e flywheel lines-up exactly with
the pointer. If the crankshaft is inadvertently
turned beyond the E.P. mark do not turn it back
but continue on round in a clockwise direction until
the mark and pointer coincide exactly.

7. Set a dial type torque wrench to 29,O to 23,5 Nm
(21 to 17 Ibs ft) and whilst holding it vertically,
insert the drive peg into thc square hole in the
tensioner base plate. Tension the bclt and tighten
the clamp nuts to the correct torque.

2. Check that the dot o n the crankshaft pulley and the
cast-on arrow on the rear cover line-up.
3. Fit the timing belt tensioner assembly and loosely
secure with the two nuts (strap deleted o n later
models).
4. Turn the D.P.S. pump pulley clockwise until the
dot lines up exactly with arrows in t h e rear cover.
5 . Similarly, turn the camshaft pulley clockwise so
that the dot coincides exactly with the cast-on
arrow.
6. Fit the timing belt over the crankshaft pulley and
whilst keeping the belt under tension, by hand, run
the beii over the carnsiiafi puiiey. if iiie beit does
not quite mate with the grooves, turn the pulley
clockwise the necessary amount. Feed the belt over
the pump pulley and if necessary turn the pulley
clockwise to locate in the grooves. Keeping a firm
grip on the belt pass i t over the tensioner wheel.
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8. Rotate the engine TWO complete revolutions.
9. Slacken the tensioncr clamp nuts.
10. Tension the belt again as described in instruction 7
and tighten the clamp nuts to the correct torque.
CAUTION: The double tensioning procedure is
imperative, otherwise the belt could fail resulting in
serious engine damage. See CAUTION Page 84 and
“Care of beits”.
11. Rotate the crankshaft until, the E.P. mark on the
flywheel and the pointer line-up.
12. Check that the dots on the pump and camshaft
pulleys coincide exactly with their respective
arrows. If there is any misalignment thc procedure
must be repeated.

2.50 LITRE DIESEL ENGINE
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13. Remove the plug from the side of the D.P.S. pump
and insert gauge tool 18G 1458 and if necessary
rotate the pump body until the gauge can be fully
inserted and screwed home indicating that the
inner disc is centrally positioned with the hole.
14. Evenly tighten the three nuts securing the pump to
the cover and the single n u t and bolt to the support
bracke t .
15. Align timing pointer on rear of cover, with the
scribed line on the pump flange and tighten t h e two
screws. If a new pump is being fitted and there is n o
scribed line, scribe a line in the centre of the
machined area on the pump flange. Align the
timing pointer and tighten the screws. On later
engines the timing pointer has been deleted and
instruction 15 can be ignored.

1. Remove the plug from the flywheel housing and fit
the body of special tool LST 107 without the pin.
2. Turn the crankshaft in a clockwise direction until
the E.P. slot in the flywheel is in-line with the hole
in the flywheel housing. If the crankshaft is
inadvertently turned beyond the E.P. slot, do not
turn the crankshaft back but continue on round in a
clockwise direction until the pin of the special tool
can be fully located in the flywheel slot.
1

.

16. Tightcn the D.P.S. pump timing pulley n u t and thc
camshaft pullcy retaining bolt to the correct
torque.
17. Remove the timing pointer from t h e flywhecl
housing, close the cover and secure with the two
nuts.

Time D.P.S. PUMP AND VALVES - Later Engines
with slot in flywheel for determining the E.P.

The D.P.S. pump and valves are timed using the
exhaust valve peak of number one cylinder. This is
determined on later engines by the relationship of a slot
in the flywheel periphery and a plugged hole in the
flywheel housing through which a flywheel timing pin,
special tool number LST 107, is inserted.

3. Fit the timing belt tensioner assembly and loosely
securc with the two nuts.
4. Turn t h e D.P.S. pump pulley clockwise until the
dot on the pulley lines-up exactly with the cast-on
arrow inside the front cover.
5. Similarly, t u r n the camshaft pulley clockwise until
t h c dot lines-up with the cast-on arrow in the front
covcr.
6. Fit a new timing belt over the crankshaft pulley and
whilst keeping t h e belt under tension, by hand, run
the belt over the camshaft pullcy. Should thc belt
not quite mate with the grooves, turn the pullcy
clockwise the necessary amount. Fced the belt over
t h e D.P.S. pump pulley and if necessary turn the
pulley clockwise to locate in the grooves. Keeping
a firm grip on t h e belt, pass i t over the tensioner
jockey pulley.
7. Withdraw the special tool timing- pin
- from the
flywheel slot.
8. Set a dial type torque wrench to 20.0 to 23.5 N m
(21 to 17 Ibs f t ) and whilst holding it vertically,
insert the drive peg into the square hole in the
tensioner base plate. Tension the belt and tighten
iiie ciamp n u t s to the correct torquc.
9. Rotate t h e crankshaft TWO complete revolutions.
10. Slacken the tensioner clamp nuts.
I 1 . Tension the belt again as described in instruction 8
and tighten the clamp nuts to the correct torque.
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CAUTION: The double tensioning procedure is
imperative otherwise the belt could fail resulting in
serious engine damage. Also, if a new belt is not
attainable and it is necessary to refit the old belt it
should be only torqued to 19-24 Nm (14-18 Ibs ft).

12. Rotate the crankshaft until the pin of the special
timing tool can, once again, bc inserted into the
flywheel E.P. slot.
13. Check that t h e dots on the camshaft and D.P.S.
pump pulleys coincidc exactly with their respective
cast-on arrows on thc rcar covcr. Should there be
any misalignment the foregoing procedure must be
repeatcd.

15. Evenly tighten the three nuts securing the pump
flange to the rear cover and the single nut and bolt
to the rear support bracket.
16. Align the timing pointer on thc rcar of the cover
with the scribed line on the pump flange and
tighten the two screws. If a new pump is being
fitted and there is no scribed line, scribe one in the
centre of the machined area on thc flange. Align
the pointer and tighten the screws. Remove the
special tool 18G 1458 and refit plug. The timing
pointer has been deleted on later engines.

STl518M

17. Remove the special tool LST 107 and refit the plug
to the flywheel housing.
18. Tighten the D.P.S. pump pulley nut and the
camshaft pulley retaining bolt to the correct
torque.
Care of belts

14. Remove the plug from the side of the D.P.S. pump
and insert special tool 18G 1458 and if necessary
rotate the pump body until the tool can be fully
inserted and screwrd home indicating that the
inner disc is centrally positioned with the hole.
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1. Drive belts must be stored on cdge on a clean flat
surfacc and in such a manner that bends are not
less than 2 in (50 mm) radius.
2. When a belt is handled, it must not be bent at an
acute angle or an arc of less than 1 in (25 mm) in
diameter, as damage rriay be caused to the glass
fibrc reinforcement and premature failure then
result.
3. During use, a belt develops a wear pattcrn,
thereforc, if it is to be re-used, before removal,
mark the direction of rotation, using soft chalk or a
similar marker, and refit the belt so that it runs in
the original dircction.
4. Belts must be dry and FREE FROM ANY OIL
OR OTHER FLUID CONTAMINATION.
5 . Do not turn the crankshaft by applying leverage to
the camshaft pulley or its retaining bolt.
6. To remove a belt always use clean hands, or a
recommended tool - NEVER use a lever.
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FIT FRONT COVER
CRANKSHAFT PULLEY

WATER

PUMP

12

AND

1. Place a new joint washer in position and insert the
centre 65 mm long bolt into the cover with the fibre
washer on thc inside.
2. Fit the cover over the dowels and secure with the
remaining various length bolts in accordance with
the chart. See “Fit timing rear cover, seals and
pulleys”. Tighten evenly to the correct torque.
3. Fit the vent cover gauze and gasket and secure with
the four bolts.
4. Fit a new crankshaft seal. Using special seal
replacer tool 18G 1456 and with the lip side
leading, drive in the seal up to the shoulder.

I

5 . Clean the sump and crankcase mating faces and fit
a new joint washer. Later engines without a joint
washer, apply a bead of RTV HYLOSILL 102
black 7 m m wide to the sump or cylinder block.
Secure the sump with the twenty-one bolts and
spring washers and one nut. Evenly tighten to the
correct torque.
FIT CYLINDER HEAD AND ROCKER SHAFT
ASSEMBLY

ST1517M
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Fit water pump and crankshaft pulley

5. Place a new joint washer in position and offer up
the water pump. Fit the different length bolts in
accordance with the diagram and evenly tighten to
the correct torque.
6. Fit the crankshaft pulley and secure with the
special washer and bolt. Tighten to the correct
torque figure.
FIT OIL PUMP AND SUMP

1. Fit the longer splined end of the drive shaft into the
oil pump.
2. Fit the oil pump and drive shaft to the crankcase,
whilst revolving the shaft as necessary to engage
the splines of the skew gear.
3. Using new lock washers, secure the pump to the
crankcase tightening the bolts to the correct torque
and bend over the lock tabs.
4. If necessary adjust the position of the strainer so
that it is parallel to the sump baffle plate.
“

..

1. Clean t h e cylinder head and cylinder block mating
faces. Position a new cylinder head gasket on the
cylinder block with the word ‘Diesel’ uppermost.
2. Lower the cylinder head onto the cylinder block
using two long bolts to facilitate accurate
positioning of the head.
3. Fit the cylinder head retaining bolts except those
also used to secure the rocker shaft and leave
finger-tight.
4. Insert the push rods ensuring that the ball end
locates properly in the spherical seat in the tappet.
5. Whilst holding the rocker shaft assembly together,
lower it into position making sure that the hollow
dowels locate properly in the cylinder head. Also
ensure that the rocker adjusting screw ball end
locate in the push rods.
6. Fit the rocker shaft large retaining bolts and leave
finger-tight.

I12I
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7. Tighten the cylinder head retaining bolts, evenly,
to the correct torque figure in t h e sequence
illustrated below.
8. Fit and tighten the rocker shaft, small bolts to the
specified torque.

5. Continue to check and adjust the remaining
tappets in the following sequence:
Set No. 3 tappet with No. 6 valve fully open.
Set No. 5 tappct with No. 4 valve fully open.
Set No. 2 tappct with No. 7 valve fully open.
Set No. 8 tappet with No. 1 valve fully open.
Set No. 6 tappet with No. 3 valve fully open.
Set No. 4 tappet with No. 5 valve fully open.
Set No. 7 tappet with No. 2 valve fully open.
Fit the rocker cover

6. Using a new gasket, fit the rocker cover and secure
with the dome nuts and washers. Tighten evenly to
the correct torque. Do not overtightcn.
ST 880M

FIT THE CLUTCH
-Fit.-

ADJUST TAPPET CLEARANCES
1. Tf the crankshaft is rotated with exccssive valve
clearances, it is possible that the push rods may
become dislodged from
tappet seating and
fracture the tappct slide. To prevent damage,
eliminate all clearance from any loose rockers
before turning the crankshaft to adjust thc

clearances.
2. Turn the engine over until number eight valve
(counting from front of engine) is fully open.
3. Using a 0,25 mm (0.010 in) feeler gauge check the
clearance between the valve tip and rocker pad of
number one valve.
4. Adjust the clearance by slackening the lock nut and
turning t h e tappet adjusting screw clockwise to
reduce clearance and anti-clockwise to increase
clearance. Rechcck the clearance after tightening
the lock nut.

1. Clean the flywheel face and place the centrc plate
with the side marked ‘Flywheel side’ towards the
flywheel.
2. Fit the clutch assembly locating i t over the three
dowels and loosely securc with thc six bolts.
3. Centralise the centre plate using special tool RO
605022 or a spare primary shaft and tighten thc six
bolts evenly to the correct torque figure. Smear thc
splines of thc centrc plate with Molybdenum
disulphidc grease, such as Rocol MTS 1000.

ST764M
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FIT CYLINDER HEAD.OIL FEED

1. Connect the oil feed pipe, for lubrication of the
rocker shaft assembly, to thc cylinder head
2. Secure with the two banjo bolts and four join!
washers.

112)

FIT HEATER PLUGS
1. Clean and test the heater plugs as described in the
maintenance Section. Fit the heater plugs and
tighten to the correct torque. Do not over tighten.
2. Fit the leads, washers and nuts as illustrated,
ensuring that cach cable eyelet is fitted vertically
downwards to prevent heat from cylinder head
damaging the cable insulation.

FIT OIL FILTER AND ADAPTOR
FIT FUEL LIFT PUMP

1. If the fuel lift was separated from the side cover, fit
the pump to the cover first using a new joint washer
between the pump flange and rear cover, evenly
tighten the retaining nuts.
2. Place a new cover plate joint washer in position
and fit the cover and pump assembly to the cylinder
block.
3. Ensure that the pump actuating lever rides on top
of the camshaft.
4. Secure t h e cover, evenly tightening the retaining
bolts.

1. Using a new joint washer fit thc oil filter adaptor.
Ensure that the retaining bolts pass through the
two small round holes in the joint washer.
2. Tightcn the two retaining bolts evenly to the
correct torque.

3 . Smear a little clean enginc oil on the rubber washer
of thc new filter, then screw the filter on clockwise
until the rubber sealing ring touches the machined
$nap
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Do not overtighten. See Maintenance Operations,
section 10.
ST762M
continued
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FIT VACUUM PUMP

1. Place a new joint washer on the cylinder block
face.
2. Fit the D.P.S. pump control bracket.
3. Insert the vacuum pump drive shaft into the skew
gear coupling ensuring that the shaft engages
properly over the cross pins in the coupling. The
hose connection should be towards the front of the
engine.
4. Secure the pump and control bracket to the
cylinder block with the three socket headed screws.

RENEW 011, TEMPERATURE THERMOSTAT

Used when an oil cooler is fitted.
1. Remove the two bolts and carefully withdraw the
thermostat extension housing.
2. Remove t h e ‘0’ring.
3. Withdraw the thermostat.
4. Remove the washer.
5 . Remove the spring.
6. Clean the adaptor housing with lint-free cloth.
7. Fit the spring and washer.
8. Fit a new thermostat with the pin uppermost.
9. Fit the extension housing using a new ‘0’ ring.
Ensure that the pin protruding from thc thermostat
locates in the hole in the extension housing.
10. Secure the housing with the two bolts and washers.
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5 . Connect the D.P.S. pump control rod to the
control bracket lever.

2.50 LITRE DIESEL ENGINE
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FIT THE FUEL INJECTORS AND PIPES
Fit the injectors

The steel sealing washer fitted below the injector
nozzlc is to ensure that combustion does not take place
around the nozzle body and cause it to overheat. A
washer which has been used more than once, o r an
incorrectly fitted washer may cause the nozzle to
overheat and result in that cylinder misfiring.
1. Ensure that the new washers are separated from
each other and are clean.
2. Use a length of thin welding wire to guide one
washer only into each port with the domed side
toward the injector as illustrated. Ensure that only
one washer is fitted to each port.

FIT THE STARTER MOTOR

1. Fit the starter motor to the flywheel housing and
secure with:
a) one stud and n u t
b) one single bolt
c) one nut and bolt.
Evenly tighten to the correct torque.

continued

3 . Lightly grcasc the copper washer into position o n
each injector before fitting to the cylinder head.
4. Fit the injector and evenly tighten the retaining
nuts to the correct torque. Uneven or
overtightening of the injector nuts could distort the
nozzle and cause misfiring when normal running
temperature is reached.
Fit the injector pipes
2. Fit t h e injcctor pipes to the injectors and D.P.S.
pump. Counting from the front of the engine
connect the pipes as follows:
A. To number 1 injector.
B. To number 2 injector.
C. To number 3 injector.
D. To ilurriber 4 injector.
Do not overtighten the union nuts.
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2. Secure the rear of the motor to the bracket with
two bolts and tighten to the correct torque.

FIT THE AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

1. Using a new gaskct fit the manifolds and secure
with the retaining nuts and clamps. Evenly tighten
to the specified torque ligure.
2. Connect the breather hose to the oil filler cap.

U

ST 1550M

Turbo-charged engines
3. Fit a new gasket to the cylinder head.
4. Fit thc air intake manifold and evenly lighten the
bolts to the correct torque.
I
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5. Fit the exhaust manifold and secure with the four
socket headed bolts and clamps.
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FIT ALTERNATOR - 12 VOLT
1. Fit adjustment link to front cover.
2. Assemble the alternator to thc engine b r x k c t with
the two pivot bolts, distancc piece and washers,
leaving the bolts slack.
3. Fit thc adjustment link to the timing cover and
attach to alternator with adjusting clamp bolt.

FIT PO WEK STEERING PUMP
1. If removed, fit the jockey pullcy to the spindle.
2. Fit the bracket and jockey pulley assembly to the
engine with the three bolts.
3 . Fit the power steering pump to t h e bracket and
secure the plate to t h e pump with four bolts.
4. Secure the plate to the bracket with the three bolts.
5. Fit the drive pulley to the pump with the three
bolts.
6. Fit the drive belt.

Adjust belt tension
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4. Fit the drive belt and pivot the alternator away
from the engine, but do not apply pressure to the
stator or slip-ring end bracket o r damage may
result. Tighten t h e clamp bolt and with thumb
pressure, check the belt tension between the fan
and alternator pulleys which should be 7 to 9 mm
at the mid-point.
5 . When the tension is correct fully tighten the clamp
bolts and the pivot nuts and bolts.
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ADJUST POWER STEERING DRIVE BELT
1. Slacken the jockey pulley pinch bolt.
2. Move the jockey pulley to the left or right as
necessary to achieve a deflection, by thumb
pressure, of 12 mm at the mid-point o f the belt run
between the crankshaft and power steering pump
pulley.
3. Tighten the pinch bolt.
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DIESEL ENGINE MECHANICAL FAULTS
SYMPTOM

POSSIBLE CAUSE

CURE

MAIN BEARING R A T T L E

34. Low oil level in sump

Replenish as necessary to high mark on
dipstick
Worn bearings. Faulty skew, gcar
assembly.
&cylinder engine
.
Renew bearings; and o r crankshaft
Renew and investigate reason for failure
Tightcn to correct torque

35. Low oil pressure
36. Excessive bearing clcarance
37. Burnt-out bearings
38. Loose bearing caps
39. Low coolant level
40. Faulty cooling system

ENGINE O V E R H E A T I N G

- ..

41. Faulty thermostat
42. Cracked cylinder head
43. Defective lubrication system

Chcck for leaks, check expansion tank level
Check fan and belt, pump, radiator fins not
>locked
rest and renew, if necessary
Renew
Renew Filter, Check pump, Clean strainer.
:heck oil circulation. Renew oil temperature
:hermosta t .

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
40.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Drain and rcfill with correct oil and renew filter
Replensih to high mark on dipstick
:lean
Rectify
Rectify
Renew
:heck circuit
Remove and ascertain cause
Pencw
3verhaul oil pump

.,,.
.....

...:

..

,

,OW O I L PRESSURE W A R N I N G
-1GHT REMAINS O N , E N G I N E
ZUNNING

Thin or diluted oil
Low oil level
Choked pump strainer
Faulty release valve
Excessive bearing clearance
Oil pressurc switch unscrviccablc
Elcctrical fault
Rclicf valve plunger sticking
Weak rcliefvalvc spring
Pump rotors cxcessively worn
Excessively worn hearings; main. connecting
rod. big cnd. camshaft, etc.
55. Faulty skcw gear assembly. 4-cylinder engines

~

I A T T L E IN LUBRICATION
;YSTEM

JOISY VALVE MECHANISM
. ..,.

. ... .

,

.

AECHANICAL NOISES:
>owpitch knock
>owpitch thud
ntermittcnt thuds
iigh pitch tap
.ight tapping
#lapping

4sccrtain which bearings and rectify
lheck skew gear bearing. Check plug not leakinf
)r seals in 2.5 diesel engine. Scc engine overhaul

~

56. Oil pressure relief valve plunger sticking

57. Sticking valves
58. Weak valvc springs
59. Tappet clearance too wide
60. Deterioration of timing belt

Xemovc and clean

1

Overhaul cylinder head

Big-end bearing slack o r run
Main bearing slack o r run
Loose flywheel o r excessive crankshaft end-float
Worn gudgeon pins
Exccssive valve clcarancc
Excessive piston clearance -more apparanl
when cold
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